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RESUHO

Dul-ar)tE.' as Lllt imas duas décadas mQdE.'lQs dE.' )-E.'dE.'s dE.' filas

p)-QVal-am SE.'I- uma fel-1-amel1ta vI~I-sátil pal-a avaliaç:ãQ de deselTIPenhQ dE.'

5 j. ':; t E.' m a S d e c O m p Ll t a (i: ~'\ O E.' S i S t E.' m a S d E.' c Q m U n i c a ç: ã Q .E S t e c a p í t Lll Q f c\ z Ll m

,,\pc\l1hadQgel-{~1 (j{."-1. á1-(:::<~ cQm �nfase em <:..IJlicaç:ões.

ComE.'ç:G\m05 CQm LllTIa bl-E:ve l-et1-Qspectiva hi~~tó)-ica qL\E.' Se,.'I-VE.'

t <:,\.ITlbcim pal-~. in t 1- O(jLl.!:i \". os IJOn t os mai s i mpo1- t an t es E.' as á1- eas dE.

G\Plicação. RE.'sL\ltados forITIai<;:, pa\".a I-edes de filas e;.'m fo1-ma dE: p1-0dL\tO.

S~\O 1-evisados com ênfase na modelagem de sistemas de computação.

Al.cJ01-itmos clE.' comPL\taç:ão, análise de sE.'nsibilidade e técnicas de

otimização estão ent1-e os tópicos 1-e..Jistos. 11uitas dE.'ntl-e impo)-t{."-1.ntes

G\Plicações dE.' l-edE.'s dE.' t'ilG\s não são t1-atáveis pO1- análise exata e L\ma

séy.ie (f1-equentemente confu.sa) de métodos de ap1-oximaç:ão tem sido

dEsl;:.:r1...'ol...,id;:\ .UlTIa tc\xonomi<:\ clE.' método,::~ .cje apl-oximG\ç:~\o é dadc\ E: LlSaclc\

I:omo base IJC1.i-a ;:\ 1-evisão dos mais impol-tantE.'S método~:; dE' ;.:\I:>I-oximar;ão

propostos. Uma 1-E.'vis~{o clas aplica,õE.'s dE.' i-edE.'s de filas E.'m L\m nLímel-O de

ái-e{~S é t'eita, inclL\indo planej<~mE'nto de cal:><:'\.cidade d(.;: .5istemas dl~

coml:>utaçãQ, I-edes de COlTILlnicação PO-l- cl"\aveamento de pacotes,

p1-oCeSSam�nto IJaral'.?;10, sistemas de banco de dado.s e mol::1elagem d�

cQn1~iabilidadE.

ABSTRACT

DL\I-ing tl-Ie past two decades qLleL\eing networl< models have

p)-QVen to be a ve1-sat ile tool fO1- comPLlte1- s::Jstem and COmpL\te1-

cQmmL\nication s::Jstem pe1-fo1-mance evalL\ation. This chaptel- p1-ovides a

SU1-Ve~ Q-r the -rield witl"\ a pa)-ticL\la1- emphasis on applications.

We stal-t witl"\ a b1-ief histo1-ical l-et1-ospective which also

se1-ves to int1-QdL\Ce tl"\e majo1- iSSL\eS and application al-(:::as. Fo)-mal

1-esL\lts fO1- pl-odL\Ct fol-m qL\eL\�ing netwol-ks al-e I-eviewed with pal-ticL\la1-

emphasis Qn t I"\e imp 1 icat ions fO1- comPLlt e1- s~st ems model ing .COmPL\t at iQn

al gO1- i t hms , sensi t i'/i t ~ anal ~ s i s and op t imizat i on t �C hn i qL\eS al- � among

the topics cQve1-ed. Han~ o-r the impol-tant appl icat ions of ql-leL\eing

netwol-ks a)-e not amenable to exact anal~sis and an (o-rten COnfL\sing)

a)-I-a~ Qf app)-oximat ion methods have been developed ove,- the ~eal-s. A

taxonQm~ of appl-oximation metl-,ods is given and Llsed as the basis f'OI-

SL\1-Ve~ing the majol- app1-oximat ion methods that have been stL\died. The

app.l icat ion of qL\eLleing net wol-k s t o a nL\mbe1- of a1-eas is sLll-ve~ed ,

inclL\ding COmpL\te1- s::Jstem capacit::J planning, packet switching netwo1-ks,

pa1-al1el pl-ocessing, database s::Jstems and availabilit~ modeling.
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Abstract

During the past two decades queueing Ilet,vork models have proven to be a versatile
tool for computei system aIld computer communication system performance eval-
uation. This chaptcr provides a sur\.ey of thc field with a particular emphasis on
app1ications .

We start with a brief historical re{rospccti\.e ,vhich also serves to introduce the ma-
jor issues and app1icatioIl areas. Formal results for product form queueing networks
are reviewed with particular emphasis OIl the imp1ications for computer systems mod-
e1ing. Computation algorithms, sensitivity a1lalysis and optimization techniques are
among the topics covered. ~Iany of the iillportant app1icatio~s of queueing networks
are not ame1lable to exact analysis and an ( often confusing) array of approximation
methods. have been developed over the years. A taxonomy of approximation methods
is given and used as the basis for surveying the major approximation methods that
have been studied. The app1ication of queueing. networks to a number of areas is
surveyed, including computer system capacity planning, packet switching net'vorks.
para1lel processing, database systems and availabi1ity mode1ing.

:- -,.- --:.;:.". ,. ~.
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1 Introduction.

Computer system and computer communication performance evaluation is concerned
with the. measurement, analysis and prediction of the behavior of these systems. ~Iany
different disciplines contribute to the set of techniques that are appli~able to the prob-
lems in this area. including rneasurement instrumeIltation. statistical data analysis.
simulation and ,arious topics in operatioIls research. This chapter coIlcentrates on

.one particular tool for computer system performance e,aluatioIl: queueing networks.
Queueing networks continue to be widely used in rnany aspects of computer sys-
tem modeling. It is the purpose of this chapter to sur,ey the a\-ailable results and
their application to practical problems. We start with a brief historical revie\v of the
developments in queueing net\,orks and their application to computer system and
computer communication problems. \,re assume that the reader has basic familiarity
\vith queueing networks and concentrate on orgaIlizing the topics in the field rather
than presenting a tutorial. In the latter part of this section. we \vill outline the

remainder of the chapter .
In the early 1960's the first queueing theoretic models of coinputer and commu- .1

nication systems began to appear [100.101]. The computer system models \vere most

often single ser,er models in \,hich the rnain interest was in studying ..time-sharinl;.'
scheduling algorithms. e.g. round-robin. These preemptive algorithms had became
feasible due to efficiently prceI1lptable processors. RepreseIlting the coI1lputer as a sin-
gle resource ( the central processor) \,as justified on the basis of the processor being

the limiting resource in the systern.
-The machine repairman model (or finite population model) might be considered

the first rudimentary form of queueing network to be applied to computer system
.performance analysis. As early as 196i, Scherr [158] had applied the machine re-
pairman I1lodel to the CTSS (Compatible Time-Sharing System) at :.llT. Lassettre
and Scherr later applied the machine repairman model to IBM's TSO (Time Sharing
Option) system. This was a much bigger leap of faith since the system software and
hardware was now much more complex [115]. .-\ particularly interesting observation
was made in the paper on the basis of simulation experiments. It appeared that the
mean response time predicted by the model was insensitive to the exact distribution
of service time and appeared to be dependent only on the mean service required.
Theoretica1 verification of this ..insensiti,ity" property carne much later. A. survey of

the results in this modeling era can be found in [102].
While research into "time-sharing scheduling a1gorithms" did yield many interest-

ing results, computer systems quite rapidly became more paral1el and more complex.
It was then no longer sufficient to model such a system as a single resource (or server).

Advances in 1/0 architectures permitted asynchronous 1/0 operation and, coupled
with larger memories, multiprogramming became commonplace. A. major impact of

..~ stocha.stic modeling has come. from concentrating on the multiple resources in- sys- --
tems and accounting for the behavior patterns of customers in demanding service
from these resources. These early models concentrated on sequential resource usage
for a given customer, but did represent concurrent activity by different customers.
It should be noted that Kleinrock's \vork [101] on communication network models is
an early example of this concern \vith multiple resource models (in this case sets of
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communication channels) rather than \vith the detajls of scheduling disciplines at a
single server. During the next decade. the 1IJíOs. the computer science world became
aware of queueing networks and their applicability to many of the performance mod-
e1ing problems being raised by more and more para1lel. complex systems in single site
computer system.s, computer communication Ilet\vorks, and distributed systems.

It is interesting that J ackson .s first results. on networks of exponential servers had
been available for some tiIl1e [IJO.IJ1] (see also [j"2]) but had notbeen capitalized on by
the computer science community until the 19íO.s. In the early 1IJíO's. two pioneering
efforts were carried out in the app1ication of J ackson 's results to mode1ing of m\tlti-
programming computer systems. One \vas a study by :lvloore [131] at the university
of 1\lichigan in the mode1ing of the ~lichigan Time-sharing System using J ackson net-
\vorks. A va1idation study showed that the model predictions \vere typica1ly \\"ithin
ten percent \vhen the model parameters could be estimated accurately. ~loore ob-
served during the study that it appeared in some cases that the response time \vas
determined solely by the relative load at the resources and not by any detajls of the
routing behavior. This is another case of an empirica1ly observed .'insensiti\;ty.. that
was later proved forma1ly for ccrtain classes of queueing net\vorks [148]. The second
research effort was that of Buzen at Harvard [2í]. Buzen's work concentrated on the
central server model \vhich is illustrated in Figure 1. Buzen introduced several of the
research topics that \vere to occupy many researchers in the next decade. He intro-
duced the routing optimization problem in the context of the central server model
and \vas the first to consider the computational aspects of queueing networks ( the
.complexity of actually computing performance measures), and he introduced the no\v
well known convolution algorit.hm. It is interesting to note that computational prob-
lems apparently did not become an issue until actual app1ications were attempted.

terminaIs disks

O cpu
.
.
.

O

Figure 1: Central server model \vith terminals.

Following the pioneering \vork of Buzen and Moore, there was an explosion in
research resuits including many major advances in both the theory and practice of
queueing network models. It is the purpo~e of this chapter to survey much of this
work, although it is not possible to attempt anything close to a complete account
of subsequent work in this introduction: this will occupy us for the entire chapter. -.-

Below we out1ine the topics that are covered in the remaining sections of the chapter

and on1y briefly mention a few of the major contributions.
In the early to mid 1970s, as one might expect, there were many studies in build-

ing and validating queueing net\vork models of computer systems. Some of these are
reported in [9,13,54,69,99,143,162] At the same time, mainly in response to the short-
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comings of the currently available results. there \\"Pcre advances in queuein~ net\\"ork
theory. In [12], the product form. results of Jackson \\"ere extended to allO\V Illultiple
types of customers ( customer chains ), to allo\v general ser\;ce time distributions in
certain cases and to allO\V a more general form of routing. ( Customers could change
class as they moved among the resources aI1d. since transitions could depend on the
class of a customer. the routing behavior could incorporate some dependence on past
history.) Since customers \\"ith different beha,ior could I10\V he included in a model.

.the model no longer had to be open or closed but rather each customer chain could
be open or closed as illustrated in Figure 2. Open chains. e.g. chain .-\ in Figure 2

."",..,.."OI c",."
ch3in B

, (closcd)

ÀA c.c"c: lO.c.c (chain A arrivals) (ch3in A departures)

Figure 2: Queueing net\vork \\"ith opeI1 aI1d closed chains.

have external Poisson arri\.als and departures from the I1etwork. Closed chains ha,e
neither arrivals I1or departures. but rath~r the I1umber of customers in the network
remains constant. Open chains are more appropriate for modeling sftuations in \vhich
the customer population is very large and only a small fraction of the population is
actually in the net\vork model at any time. In this case. there is no significant negative
feedback on the arrival rate as a function of the current population of the network.
Closed chains are more appropriate \vhen the population is considered constant, or
nearly so. .-\ common case is that of a multiprogramnúng system \vhich is heavily
loaded. Assume that the degree of multiprogramnúng is limited by memory to some
fixed limit. Under heavy loading \ve assume that \vhen one job finishes another \vill
immediately take its place, and thus the number of customers (jobs) remains fixed.

One of the effects of [12] \vas to raise the question of \vhat other types of queues and
customer beha\;or could be represented iI1 a queueing net\vork \vhile still retaining a
product form solution. This is the characterization problem. Basically, the goal is to
provide an effective test to determine if a queueing net\vork model has product form.
Initially the solutions that were available \vere all developed in an ad hoc manner,
e.g. start with a solution for a simple case; then add some additional feature: solve
a small network by hand; guess a generalization to the product form solution; and
check the global balance equations for a general network. Several approaches were
developed that provided more systematic formal development of product form results

[29,96]. This issue is the main topic of Section 2.

The study of product form queueing iietworks has províâed the :Statiónary -state
probabilities for a very useful set of models. Many performance measures of interest
are then in theorv available as functions of these state probabilities. However, for, .,
closed queueing networks the state probabilities are not given directly, but rather a
normalization constant must be computed to determine actual state probabilities. The
cost of computing performance measures grows combinatorially with the number of
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f!ueues. the number of customers and the number ()f custom~r chains. In particular .
as queueing net\vork models began to he applied to communication networks and
distributed systems, computational cost and numerica1 stability became an issue in
the actual use of the formal results. The :..Iean \.alue Ana1ysis Algorithm was a
major advance in this area [1-19] which penIiits ca1culatioll of mean queue lengths and
throughputs \vithout ca1culation of the indi\.idua1 state probabilities. This has severa1
advantages including the a\'oidance of numerical problems \\"hich can occur \vith the

.convolution a1gorithm. Other algorithms ha\"e been Jeveloped which are particularly
efficient for models \vith a large number of ~hains but are ..sparse.' in that each
chain visits OIUy a sma1l subset of queues [112]. These are common characteristics in
commW1ication network models. Recently \\"e have seen the development of a ne\v type
of computational a1gorithm which is especially efficient for models \vith many chains
[39,48] .Another approach to avoiding the high computational cost is to find efficient
approximations. e.g. [129]. Computation algorithms for product form net\vorks are

the subject of Section 3.

In attempting to build and validate models of l'cal computer and communications .
systems, it quickly became evident that there al'e many features that occur in rea1
systems but \vhich cannot be represented in product form queueing net\vorks. Those
features of real systems that have a first ()rder etfect on the performance measures of
interest and \vhich are often present in computer systems are candidates for specia1
attention. For example. these incluJe: mem()ry ,ontention. priorities. and synchro-
nization bet\veen customers. Driven hv the need to moJel such features, there has..
been extensive work on developiIlg useful appr()ximatioIl methods. There are at least
two ways to organize the work on approximations: one is to organize the material on
the basis of the application and the other is to place the emphasis on the approxi-
mation technique. We have chosen to do both. Section -1 discusses approximation
techniques \vith reference to some practica1 applications for each technique. Section
6 discusses application areas and often refers back to Se~tion 4 for details of the

appropriate approximation technique.
Most of the topics covered in Section 3 through Section 4 are concerned with

ana1ysis of a model rather than synthesis of a system. The emphasis in Section 5

is on the application of queueing net\vork models in system optirnization. Many
varieties of optirnization problems can be posed in terms of queueing net\vork models.
For example, in a computer system the allocation of files to secondary storage devices
wi11 determine the branching probabilities to those devices. The obvious question
is how to a1locate the files so that some measl:lre, e.g. the tota1 throughput of the
system, is maximized. Optimal routing in a communications network is a similar
problem. Many versions of the load ba1ancing problem can also be posed as an
optimization problem in which there are constraints on the routing probabilities. The
above problems assume a fixed set of resources, and the goal is to control the transition

behavior of customers to optimize some performance measure. Another optimization, problem concerns allocation of capacity- ( in .other \vords, money) to servers to optimize --

a performance measure subject to constraints on total investment. Theoretical results

and applications of these problems are presented in Section 5.

Our goa1 in writing this chapter is to present an up-to-date survey of the major
advances in queueing network modeling with particular emphasis on their app1ication
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to computer system and communication 11et\\"ork .performance c\"aluation. .-\. brief
summary has just been gi\"en of the chapter organization and \\"hat topics are co\"ered
in each section. In this conclusion to the introduction. it seems appropriate to mention
several topics which \Ve will not co\"er. T\\"o major areas that are not touched on here
are the subjects of t\Vo other chapters in this book: blocking and sojourn times.

.-\.n alternative approach to the analysis of queueing networks is that cieveloped
by Buzen and Denning [3-!] , cilled operational anal).sis. The operational analysis
approach has the advantage of providing a more easily accessible approach to many of
the results than using more ciassical stochastic analysis. Ho\Vever. the results available
from this approach are a subset of those a\"ailable \Vith the classical techniques.

A number of queueing net\\"ork based tools have been built and many are com-
mercially a\"ailable, e.g. [1.2.3,-1.1.53,192]. Due to lack of space \Ve ha\"e chosen not to
discuss this topic.

In addition to topics that \vere deliberately omitted, there may be topics or par-
ticular results tha.t have been inad\"ertently o\.erlooked. The authors take full respon-
sibility for any such blunders. ~ O\V .\Ve begin!

2 Product Form Queueing Networks.

The most general method of s91ution for a queueing net\Vork model is to generate
and solve the associated ~Iarko\" chain using numerical tcch.niques. Tlús is clearly
too costly in space and time for any but the most trivial net\vork models. Product
form queueing net\Vorks are a special class of queueing net\Vorks which have a partic-
ularly simple form for the stationary state probabilities and \Vhich have a number of

interesting properties. We b'egin \Vith a definition.

A queueing net\Vork \vill be said to be product form if the stationary state proba-

bilities have the follo\ving form:

J
P(S) = I1 Pi(Si) (1)

i=1

where:

J is the number of queues in the net\vork.

Si E Si, where Si is a set of ;.states" associated \vith the ith queue, 1 $: i $: J .

S = (SI' S2, ..., SJ) is. a state of the net\\'ork.

Pi(Si) is a. function only of the state of the ith queue and in general may depend
on the type of the ith queue.

Product form queueing networks are tlie foundation upon which the queueing
network area is built~ Several major factorsha.ve contributed to the success that they .
have enjoyed in practical applications. First and most importantly, empirical evidence

shows that these models are often sufficiently accurate for quantitative performance
prediction in many applications [121]. Second, solutions exist for models with an
arbitrary number of resources and flexible "topology" , i.e customer routing. This

al1ows the results to be applied easily to a variety of system configurations.
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In many applications the product form assumptions are violated, and in this case
approximations are often required. The exact results for product form networks are
often useíul in guiding the heuristics used in inexact methods and/or are useful in solv-
ing submodels that are part oí these inexact methods. These issues ,vill be discussed
in more depth in Section 4 where approximation techniques are the main topic.

In this section we concentrate on the stationary state probabilities for product
form queueing net,vorks. \';'e first briefty present the results which are most wel1
kno,vn and useful for computer systems modeling. \Ve then discuss extensions and
generalizations of the basic results. Due to the importance oí product form networks,
it is clearly oí interest to provide a characterization of this type of net'vork model. By
a characterization we mean a set of necessary and sufficient conditions for a queueing
network to have a product form solution. This issue is discussed in the fol1owing
subsection. In subsection 2.2 we discuss some additional properties oí product form
networks that are particularly useful in applications.

2.1 Basic Results

We consider queueing net,vorks that ha\e the fol1o,ving characteristics [12]:

.There can be different types oí customcrs. Each distinct type wil1 be called
a chain. For each chain k, there is a routing probability matrix Pk for ,vhich
Pk[i,j] is the probabilitythat a chain k customer departing írom qtieue i will
next visit queue j. This type of routing is referred to as ~larkovian. since the

transition probabilities are not a function oí past history.

.Each chain can be open or clo3ed. For an open chain there is a Poisson arrival
process oí customers to the net,vork and at some queues there is a non zero
probability that the customer may depart from the network. For an open chain,
the total number oí customers in the net,vork is variable. For a closed chain the
number oí customers is fixed. There are no arrivals írom outside the net,vork

and no departures.

.The service disciplines at the queues can be FCFS, PS (processor sharing), IS

(infinite servers or delay) or LCFS-preemptive.

.Except for delay servers, a1l queues are SSFR (single server fixed rate).

.Successive service times of chain k customers at queue i are i.i.d. and exponen-
tially distributed. .

The class of networks described above has product íorm and ( due to the exponential
service time distributions and the service disciplines) the "state" oí a queue is the
numberoí customers of each chain at that queue, denoted n. Then:1-'

1 K n~

p;-(n ) -n. II ~
I -Inl I

nm=l J1.i( m ) k=l n.k.

where:
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Jl.i(m) = 1 or m for SSFR ur IS centers. respectively.

a~~ is the relative service dem-and at the ilh (i\Íeue by chain k customers.

The above results can be generalized in a number of ,vays [12.96.1a5]:

.Phase type service time <listributioIlS (i.e. forrned from exponeIltial stages j can
be accommodated for IS. PS and LCFS-prcemptivc ql1e\les. III statioIlary state

probabilities for thel1\llllber of C\lstolllers at t he ql1eues is independent of t he

service time distribution for the 4ueue types lllentioned.

.Queue length dependent service rates that are a function of the Ilumber of
customers queued can be represented ,vithout .')acrificing the product form.

.The routing of customers can be generalized to allo,v a limited form of history

dependent routing by introducing customer classes [12.a6]. \Vhen a customer

departs from one queue and joins another ,ve allo,v the customer to change

class. In this ,vay the same customer may visit the same queue in different
classes and its behavior at depart\1re lllay Jepend on the class. .-\n example is
shown in Figure 3 in ,vhich custorn:ers follo,v :1. ..figure eight.' pattern. This is a

single chain of c\lstomers but t'vo classcs ( ..:1... :1.nd ..b ..) are used to distinguish

between customers that have arrived at queue 2 from 4\leue 1 and those that
have arrived from queue 3. As ,vith the phase {:-..pe ser..;ce time distributions. it

can be shown that the product form is independent of this generalized routing
behavior [1-18]. For aik OIle simply \lses the tot.1lload 6f .chain. k at queue i. i.e.

su~ming the load over all classes of chaiIl k that ,.isit q11eue i.

II

)class a class a

,':c I 2
..-,..,y

,,".j
class b i' class a

:::
.~,

':',,:...,,@

Figure 3: Queueing net,vork ,vith class changes.

.State dependent routing in ,vhich transition probabilities depend on the current
congestion at the various queues is clearly of interest in modeling systems ,vith
dynamic routing, load balancing, etc. Unfortunately, except in special cases

" -[83~179] , including thís feature genera1Iy results in a non-product form network.

Given the importance of product form networks, it is natural that considerable
eff.ort has been made to characterize precisely the class of queueing network models
that admit a product form solution, i.e. determine a set of necessary and sufficient
conditions for a queueing net'vork model to be product form in the sense of Eq. (1).
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The most useful characterizations are those. that provide a means for easily testing
a particular model to determiIle if it has product form. This ..test.' can .be either in
terms of the structure of the transition rate matrix or at the ..system level.' iIl terms
of the queueing discip1ine. service rates. etc. The latter type of characterization is
obviously more accessible and useful for systems desi~ners. \vhile the former gencrally
leads to a more abstract and IIlore general characterization. This. scction summarizes

.the major approaches an<i the results that have been achieved.

The class of models that have a product form solution has been difficult to cha.rac-
terize exactly. "1hat is fOUIld in the 1iterature gencrally are results that give sufficient
conditions for product form solutions. The most general approach appears to be
based on qua3i-reversibility. .-\n early algebrajc treatment of quasi-reversibi1ity ( ,vith-
out that name) and its relationship to product form queueing net,vorks can be found
in [133]. An extcnsive development of these ideas aIld their application to queueing
networks is due to Kelly [<J61. Informa1ly, a quasi-reversible qucue is one for \vhich
the past departures. the current state aIld the future arrivals are mutua1ly iIldepen-
dent. A property tha.t foilo,vs from this defiIlition is that the arrival process and the .,
departure process are POiSSOIl.

The majn result is a sutficient coIldition for a queueing network to be product
form, namely: that the routing be ~Iarkovian and that each queue be quasi-reversible.
When these conditions are met. then the network has a product form stationary dis-
tribution, aIld the factor PI(Si), correspoIlding to queue i, is the marginal distribution
of the the ith queue when driven \vith a Poission arriyal process of appropriate rate.

The set of queues that are quasi-reversible includes:

.FCFS with multiple classes. Each class must have the same exponential service
time distribution.

.Processor sharing \vith multiple classes and arbitrary phase type service distri-
butions.

.IS ( delay server) with multiple classes and arbitrary phase type service distri-
butions.

.Last-Come-First-Serve-preempt-resume with multiple classes and arbitrary phase
type service distributions.

The quasi-reversibi1ity results provide a sufficient condition for testing whether
a new queueing model is one which can be incorporated into a network model and
preserve product form. This characterization is useful for queueing theory enthusiasts
but not for performance analysts who genera1ly want to think in terms of queueing
disciplines, number of servers, etc. and not in terms of transition rates or reversibility.
We gave a short 1ist oftypes ofqueuesabove which are quasi-reversible only-to p~ovide
some evidence that it is a useful concept. The results on quasi-reversible queues can
be translated into more genera1ly accessible terms by considering a general class of
parameterized queueing discip1ines and determining the restrictions (if any) required
for product form in terms of the parameters. For example, a rather general class of
disciplines ca1led "ymmetric queue" have been shown to be quasi-reversible [96]. A
symmetric queue is one with a Poisson arrival process for which the probability that
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an arrival joins the ith position in the (lue\le \,he~ there are n customers queued is
equal to the fraction of the ser,ice capacity that is given to the ith queue position
when there are n + 1 customcrs queued. .-\ processor sharing system. for example.
can be described as a symmetric queue by Jefining that a customer that arrives when
there are n customers in the queue ha,e equal probability of entering any of the
n + 1 positions. ~Iany ql1eueing Jisciplines can be Jescribed in this framewor~~. and
it is known that all are quasi-rc,ersible. \\'.ith this characterization it is possible for a
practitioner to determine that a gi,en queueing discipline is one which can be included
in a queueing network and retain product form. However. note that this is only a
sufficient condition for a queue to be qllasi-re,ersible (althoUgh a rather general one).
It is alSO interesting to note t hat there can be multiple equi,ale1lt representations of
the same queueing discipline. and while one of these may be a symmetric queue. others
may not be. Thus the choice of representatio1l rather than the i1ltrinsic properties
o{ the model may determine \vhether the queue is symmetric. The processor sharing
queue is a simple exampl.e. ~ote that there is no compelling reason to have the
arri,;ng customers have equal probability of entering any queue position. Howe,er if.
for example, the arriving customer joined the e1ld of the queue. the queueing system
\vould no longer be symmetric ( although it is clearly still quasi-reversible ).

The concept of symmetric queues is similar to the set of jtation balanced queueing
disciplines that are described by Chandy and ~larti1l in [2gJ. The work described in
[291 takes a quite different approach to charactcrizing queueing nctworks \vith product
{orm. They start \vith a (general hllt 1le,ertheless co1lstrained) class o( ql1eueing
.disciplines and a specific a.lgcbraic fornl for the product for.m s01utio1l. and So the
results only apply in that restricted \,orld. For example, one of the results is that
a queueing model with non-exponential service time distribution \vill have product
{orm i{ and only i{ it is 3t(ltion balanced and balanced. Thus both necessary and
sufficient conditions are given in this case. This is unusual in that most results are
only {or sufficient conditions. The proo{ of necessity in the above result requiIes the
assumption of the particular algebraic form for the solution. The algebraic form is
one which is quite general, but none the less it is an assumption and does not {ollow

{rom first principles.
Excellent treatments of the characterization of product form networks based on

quasi-reversibi1ity can be found in [96,1951. Other interesting work concerned with

characterization o{ product form models can be found in [83,155,197,1981.

2.2 Insensitivity /Robustness

The product form solutions presented above allow a broad range of customer behavior
to be represented. It is interesting that some per{ormance measures are inJenJitive to
certain detai1s o{ the model. These properties aIe interesting theoretica1ly and also
havepractical significance, since they indicate when simpler models, often with fewer -

parameters, can be used. There are t\VO consequences. FiIst, the form 0{ the solution
is less complex and performance measures can be moIe efficiently calculated ( see
Section 3). Second, if the performance measures of interest aIe insensitive to certain
parameters, then these paIameteIs do not have to be provided ( e.g., estimated from

measurements).
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The major result of this tvpe concerns the insensitivitv of the stationarv dis-
tribution of the number of customers at ({ueues iIl a product form net\vork to aIly
characteristic of the ser,;ce time distributioIl except the mean ( the ser\;ce time dis-
tribution must be differeIltiable ). This \vas mentioned above iIl connectioIl \\;th the
station balanced queueing disciplines [2!)1. The most common disciplines that exhibit
this property are processor sharing, delay ( oi infiIlite server) and LCFS-preemptive
queues. Clearly then, if a product form Iletwork model is being used. OI1ly the meaIl
service times need to be estimated. For more general and indepth treatments of in-
sensitivity refer to [23.155.156.15i ,1!)i ,198!. .-\n iIlteresting recent application of these
results to the analysis of circuit-s\vitched Ilet\vorks can be found in [2-1,35].

Another insensitivity property concerns customer routing. The general model
allows the definition of customer classes and class changes. Using this feature. the
modeler can represent routiIlg behavior that can depend on the customers past lllstory
of ,;sits to queues. A simple example \vas discussed previously and illustrated in
Figure 3. As previously meIltioned. routing behavior that is introduced to represent
;;past path dependencies.' can be suppressed and only the total relative visit service
demands of a chain at a queue are requircd to obtain the queue length distributions.
This set of parameters is often easier to obtain iIl practice. Note that the dynamic
behavior of the model is a function of the (letailed routing behavior: the claim is
only that the stationary state distributioIl is IlOt cffected. .-\lso. the distribution of
customers at queues is obtained oIlly OIl a per ChaiIl hasis rather than by class ( e.g.,
in the example in Figure 3 only the total demand by class a and class b customers
need be known) but then oIlly the distributioIl for the total Ilumber o( customers at

queue 2 is obtainable. This is sufficient for maIly applications.
In this section we have discussed some of the insensitivity results available for

product form networks. We \vere concerIled specifically with modifications to the
structure of the model for \vhich the stationary state distributioIl is invariaIlt. .-\ re.
lated topic is the sensitivity of performance measures to errors in parameter \-alues.
In this case one is coIlcerned with metrics such as the percentage error in the perfor-
mance measure as a function of the percentage error in the parameter. These topics

are discussed in Section 5.

3 Computation Algorithms for Product Form Net-

works.

The stationary state probabilities for product form queueing networks provide the
basis for the.calculation of performance measures of these models. It is easy to
see that most performance measures can be expressed as an expected reward rate as
fol1ows: .

'R.-=---LR(Si)P(Si} , ' SieS

where S is the set of states. For open networks these calculations often col1apse
to closed form expressions if the service capacities are of simple form, e.g. fixed
rate servers, infinite servers, etc. [121. For closed networks the situation is more
complicated. N aive evaluation of performance measures by direct use of this equation
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\vould imply a computation cost that is proportional to the llumber of statcs ill the
model. and this is often prohibitivp;ly expensive.for realistic moJels. Therefore. it is
important to develop a1gorithms for efficiently calculating performance measures of
interest.

Considerable effort has been expenJed on dcv('cloping a1gorithms for closed product
form queueing net\vorks. Over time. sbme algorithll1s have been subsunled by others
that are uniformly superior (l'.g.. n.ECAL [3a]. allJ ~IVAC [37] have been subsumed
by DAC [48J ). A sampling of the most useful current algorithms is given belo\v. These
algorithms differ in terms of:

.The computationa1 complexjty:

The computationa1 complexjty of the algorithm is 11SUally given ill t('crms of the
number of centers. the number of chains and the llumber of customers in cach
chain. Often .the complexjty is not easily calculable in such terms. For example.
the complexjty of the ~IVA algorithm (see belo\v) gro\vs as 2N ,vhere .\. is the
number of state dependent ser'.ers. ~o closed form expression exjsts for the Tree
Convolution Algorithm complexjt).. \\,hich is highly dcpendellt on the number of
chains in the model and ..topology.. of the Ilet\vork (e.g., the fraction of centcrs
visited by the average chain).

.The performance IIleasures that can be ca1culated by the method:

Queuelength statistics (mean. <.listribution). throughput5 aIld utilization are the
most common measures of illterest. However. joint queue length distributions.
derivatives of measures \vith respect to parameters. etc. are sometimes required.
The algorithms are often limited to particu.lar measures, e.g., ~IVÂ does not
yield queue length distributions.

The following notation is used throughout the chapter:

J = number of service centers.
K = total number of chains in the net\vork.
lV k = population of chain k .

lV = population vector = (.!V1, ..., ~V 1\.).
j(k) = a specified service center visited by chain k.
(Jjk = visit ratio of a chain k customer to center j, scaled so that (Jj(k)k = 1.
Tjk = mean service time of a chain k customer at center j.
ajk = (Jjk .Tjk, relative utilization of a chain k customer at center j .
JJ.j( n ) = service rate of service center j when there are n customers present,

JJ.j(l) = 1.
njk = number of chain k customers at center j.
nj -.= .Ef=l njk = number of customers at center j. iij = (njl'...'njK)=stateofcenterj.

ii = (n1, ..., iiJ) = state of the net,vork.
Àjt = (Jjt .Àt = throughput of chain t customers at center j, \vhere Àt =

).j(t)t.
Ljt = mean number of chain t customers at center j .
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tVjt = mean \vaiting time (queueing time + service time) of a chain t

customer at center j.
.:.l = {!II2:J=l r7) = .\-:} = state space of the network.
P(ri) = steady state probability that the lletwork is in state !:I E .:.l.
Pj(n) = stead). state probabilit~. that there are n customers at service center

).
ek = I..; -dimensio1lal \.ector \vhose k-th element is one and \vhose other

eleme1lts are zero.
FCFS = First Come First Served ser'.ice centers.
SSFR = Single Server Fixed Rate service centers.
IS = Infinite Server service centers.
QLD = Queue Length Dependent service centers ( the dependence is in the

total queue length at a center).

The product form solution can be immediatel~. 11sed in the ca1culation of state
probabilities of queue lengths. Ho\vever. for closed networks. we need to eva1uate
the normalization constant which appears i1l the solution. For a product form single
closed chain network \vith SSFR centers only, the equilibrium state probabilities are

given by: J
P(nl, nJ) = GT ) IIajj (2)

(. )=1

and G(N) is the normalizatio1l constant Jetermined so that the state probabilities

sum to one: J
G(.tV) = 2=: II aj] (3)

nl +...+nJ=N j=l

Since the summation is over the set of all feasible states, it is easy to see that the
computation of G(.;V) requires O [(.Vj~;l)] operations. Ho\vever, Buzen [26] sho\ved

that there is a simple recursive algorithm \vhich computes not on1y G(~V), but the set
G(l), ..., G(N) with much less cost than taking the above sum. Furthermore, after
computing G(n), n = 1, ..., .iV, it is necessary to determine the performance measures
of interest. Calculation of common performance measures is discussed below based
on the generating function approach introduced by Moore [132] and further extended

by Williams and Bhandi\vad [199].
Consider the following polynomial \\.hich is called the generating function for the

network:

gj(t) = Xl(t).X2(t)...Xj(t) (4)

=. (1 + alt + alt2 + ...)(1 + a2t + a2t2 + ...)(1 + ajt + ajt2 + ...)

for 1 ~ j ~ N

,..- -Gal1 tbe coefficient tn in gj(t), Gj(n)..-No-te th~t the coefficient t!' in gJ(t) isequal
to the normalization constant G(~V) (= GJ(J.V)), since GJ(N) is the result of the
sum of terms a~la;2 ...aJJ such that 2:j nj = ~V. Furthermore, Gj(n) is simply the

convolution of Gj-l(n) \vith the function fj(n) = aj,

n
Gj(n) = Gj-l(n) 0 fj(n) d:iJ L fj(i)Gj-l(n -i) O ~ n ~ N

i=O
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Csing the property that:
1

J:i(t) = (5)
1- ait

,ve have
(t) .gj-l(t)gj =

1- a tJ

and 50,
gJ(t) = 9j-l(t) + ajtgJ(t) (6)

Xo\V, noting that the coetficient tn in tgj(t) is the coetficieIlt tn-1 in gJ(t), \ve have the

following recursive formula:

Gj(n) = Gj-l(n) + ajGJ(n -1) (i)

\vhere GJ(O) = 1. Clearly G J(.V) can be evaluated in o(;.\" J) operations. (This
expression could a1so be obtained directly from the convolution equation. but the

above developrnent serves to introduce the .generating function technique. )

From the values of GJ(n), several perforrnaIlce Ineasures caIl be evt=i1uated. For

instance, the utilization of device i is obtained frorn Eq. { 2):

[., = L l'(nl '1J) (8)
"1+ +"J:N

"i>o

If we mu1tiply gJ(t) by alt. the coefficient t.v iIl gJ(t).ait (aiGJ(.V -1 )) gives the sum
oí a1l terms of the form a.:1 a~2 ...aJJ such that LJ nJ = .:V and ni > O. Therefore. the

utilization Ui of device i is given by:

Ui = aiGJ(~V-1) (9)

G J(.:V)

Other performance measures can be obtained in a similar ,vay.

For mu1tiple closed chain product form queueing networks with SSFR and QLD,

a similar recursive formula is obtained [116,148]:

;r
Gj(n) = Gj-l(n) 0 fj(n) = L fj(n -T)Gj-l(T) õ ~ n ~ iV (10)

~=ô'
where -,--. '7;..~ .--

-, K n.
f( - ) -Inl. n ~

] n -l;rl n ,

.nm=1 J1.j( m ) k=1 k.

and J1.i(m) = 1 or m for SSFR or IS centers, respectively. Eq. (10) simplifies to:

K-- -
Gi(n) = Gj-I(n) + L ajkGj-l(n -ek) ~ ~ n ~ N (11)

k=l

if the networks have SSFR and IS centers only. The normalization constant G J( J.V) is

obtained in O(J nk (N~+2)iN~+I) ) or O( J K nk(~Vk + 1)) operations if Eq. (10) or Eq.

(11) is used, respectively.
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An interesting result for product form queueing net\vorks is the so called ..\"orton .s
theorem" [281. For single chain net\vorks. thÍs theorem states that a subnet\\"ork of
resources of a product form queueing net\\"ork model can be replaced by a QLD ser\;ce
center such that the queue length dÍstrÍbutions for each resource in the remaining
network are identical to those iIl the origÍnal net\\"ork. The name ';:\Torton .s theorem.'
comes from the way the service rates of this equivalent center are obtained. The
subnetwork is solved in isolation wÍth the resources in the subnet\Vork.s compll:mellt
..shorted'., i.e., the service rates of these resources are set to i1lfinity. The service
rate J1.(rl) is set equal to the throughput rate ,,\(n). of this subnet\vork ,vith customer
populatÍon n. As an example, consÍder Figure -!a where a subnet\vork is formed by
queues q2 and q3. In Figure -!b queue ql i1l the subnet\Vork's complement is ..shorted"

~
Da K ~;jI q 1 IL11WY'~~j

SUBNET\VORK

(a)

-À(n)

L ]Oq;--- ~

equivalenl
center

~(n) = À(n)
3

(b) (c)

Figure 4: Norton 's theorem.

in order to obtaín the Norton equÍvalent QLD center. In thís figure, )..(n) is the
throughput of the network when the chaín populatÍon is n. Figure 4c shows the

resulting network. Thís replacement is particularly useful for performing parametric
analysÍs. In a parametric study, some subset of parameters is varied. Using Xorton's
theorem the part of the network model that is not being varÍed can be replaced by an
equivalent QLD server and computatÍonal savings can be realized. It is interesting to
note that replacÍng a subnetwork by Íts Norion 's equivalent center corresponds to the
corivolution algorithm in which the queues in the subnetwork are first in theorder of -

convolutÍon. Perhaps the major use of Norton's theorem is as a heuristÍc to develop
approx:imations for non-product form networks. The results are also valid for multiple

chaín networks [105].
The convolution algorithm represented a major step forward in queueing network

modeling. However, it has the drawback that floating point overflow/underflow may
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occur during the computation of the normalization constant. This problf~m \Vas a(i-
Jressed by Lam ll10! who proposed an approach .,\.hich alleviates the numerical proh-
lem. but at the expense of increased computational cost. Other a1gorithms follo\veJ.

such as LDA.NC [31], but ,vith no si~nificant aJvantages [116].

Reiser and Lavenberg [l-!D! developed a nc\v comp1ltational al~orithm \vhich they
termed Mean \.alue ..\nalysis (~IVÀ). since it ;illows the COIIlp\ltation ()f mean I)(~r-
formance nleasures ( throughputs. mean que\le len!;ths. mean rcsponse times) \\"ithout

.the need to compute the normalization constant. The computationa1 cost is ()Il the

same order of magnitude as the convolution algorithm for SSFR and IS scrvice ,enters.
but it is higher than convolution for QLD centers. The algorithm does IlOt suffer the

numerical problems of convolution. Furthermore. the equations ohtained are simple.

and have a physical interpretation ,vhich has made ~IV..\ the most popular algorithm
for queueing net'vorks. The physical interpretation has been the hasis of a number of

approximations as ,ve ,vill survey in the next section.

For SSFR and is centers, the algorithm is based on three equations. The first is

obtained by applyin~ Little.s rcsult to a ser,.iL(' ,enter:

L)k(.;V) = '\k(.V)aJktVJk(.V) (12)

and the second by applying Little.s r('sult to the c1lstomers belonging to a routin~

chain:

J J.--
~Vk = L LJk(.V) = L.,\k(.V)(Jjkt~.Jk(.\-)

J=l J=l

-.Vk
( 3)and So, Àk(N) = J -1

2:::j=l f)jktVjk(lV)

The last and key equation is obtained from the arrival theorem for closed queueing
networks [D6,118.163] ,vhich states that, for net,vorks of the type given in [12], a
customer arriving to a queue sees the distribution of the number of customers in that
queue equal to the steady state distribution for the network with one less customer

of that type. This implies that:

~v. (lV) = f Tjk[l + 2:::f=l Ljk(N -ek)] for SSFR centers (14)
)k l Tjk for IS centers

These equations can be generalized to net,vorks ,vith QLD centers. Queue length
dependent centers often occur and it is important to be able to include them in
models. Common examples of such servers in computer systems modeling are 1/0
devices such as disks. Depending on the scheduler of a moving arm disk, the disk
seek can differ significantly as a function of the number of requests queued. For QLD
centers the calculations must include expressions for the marginal state probabilities:, ---

IRI .-z -
( )Wjk(N) = Tjk L --:-Pj(i -l1N -~) 15

i=l tlj(z)

-1 --
()Pj(iIN) = - ( .L ajk),k(N)Pj(i -l1N -êk) 16

.uj z) k .
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For numerical stability, p)(OI.V) is calculated from the equation belo,v:

-'\k(.V) r --
Pj(OliV) = J-} -; Pj(OI~\ -ek) (1/ )

/\ k ( .\j )

,vhich increases significantly the cost of the o\.erall al.gorithm since 2# load dependent centen

llet'vorks have to be solved. tach with some of the load dependent service centers
removed from the Ilet'vork [116.1Si']. (IIl the equation above the superscriptJ -j on
the throughput is meant to indicate that the throughput is for a network ,vhich is
identical to the original Iletwork except that center j is removed. ) Ho,vever. Heffes [i'6]
has sho,vn that. if the center service rate is given by a special function: J1(m) = ~
(Q + í3 = 1, ;3 ~ O). an efficient solution exists. Dy a proper choice of a and J. the
modeler can try to match the queue dependent ser,\;ce rate of a rlevice.

The ~IVA algol-ithm. as the name indicates. is appropriate for computing mean
performance measures. H<?,\vever. it is possible to obtain similar recursions for mo-
ments of queue lengths. In [i'6], Heffes showed that moments of queue lengths can be
obtained recursively in terms of lo,ver moments using Eq. (16). De Souza e Silva and
~Iuntz [53] sho,ved that the recursion for calculating variance (and higher moments)
can be obtained directly from the rnain ~I\;A equation. For iIlstance. a recursive ex-
prcssion for the variance yjk(.;V). of queue lengths of chain k customers at center j is
obtained by: ( a) takil1g partial clerivatives of the performance measures of a slightly
modified version of Eq. ( 1-!) ",ith respect to input parameters (such as visit ratios ),
and (b) using simple relationships between these derivatives a~d rnean queue lengths.
One of these rclationships is:

-8Ljk(N)~k(.iV) = (Jjk (18)
8(J jk

One then obtains:

~k(N) = Àk(.lV)ajk[l -Ljk(.lV) + 2Ljk(N -êk)] + (19)
K

2:: Àt(J.V)ajt[(Ljk(.lV .,- êt) -Ljk(J.V))Ljk(j,'V -êt) + ~k(iV -êt)]
t=l

The relationships bet\veen partial derivatives of mean performance measures and mo-
ments of queue lengths have also been applied in optimization problems [46]. Similar
results for moments of total queue lengths in a center ,vere also presented in [169].
McKenna and Mitra [126] obtained a general expression which relates higher ( > 1 )
factorial mo~ents of queue lengths ,vith higher order partial derivatives of the gener-
ating function with respect to relative utilizations. As a consequence, they obtained a
recursive expression for calculating the derivatives in terms of lower order derivatives.
The approach ,vas used in conjunction,vith the asymptotic expansion method { to be
surveyed in the next section) to obtain bounds for moments of queue lengths.

Many applications, such as communication networks, require models with many
closed chains. Even for product form networks, an exact solution is not feasible due to
the large computational costs of the algorithms above. Lam and Lien [112] observed
that, in the case of communication networks and probably in other app1ications as
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\\"ell. a given chain often \"isits only a small subset of the centers. \\~ith this motivation.
they developed a convolution-based algorithm called Tree CIJn.IJolut~on \\"hich takes
advantage of this ..sparseness.. property \\"hen it ex.ists.

Consider Eq. ( 10). Then:

GJ(ii) = fl(n),:vf2('i)0...~)fJ('i) (20)

.Let SU B1V ET1 be a subnet of m centers in the net\vork (e.g.. Lenters 1 to m) and
SU B1V ET2 the complementary subset (e.g., centers m + 1 to J). From Eq. (20),

GJ(n) = GSUB,\,ET1(li) :J GSUBNET1(1i) (21)

\\" here

GSUBNET1(n) = fl(ii) :) ...:) fm(11)

GSUB,\,ET1(n) = fnl+l(li) 0. ..0 fJ(n)

The key observation is to partition .the set of chains in the network into three
subsets, <I>1, <I>2 and <I>3. Subset <I>1 ( <I>2 ). contains all chaills which visit only centers
in SU B..V ETl (SU B..V ET2) and subset (I>3 Lontains all chains wluch visit ("enters in
SU B~V ETl and Sú. B..V ET'2. Then. it is easy to see that if 1>1 ( (I>'2 ) is non-empty,
GSUBNET1(n) (GSUBiVET1(li)) Lan be evaluated \vith less computatiollal effort than
if <I>l «I>2) \vas an empty set. This is hecause chains in (I>2 (:I>l) qo not need to be
considered \vhen evlt1uating G$L.BSET1(li) (G-"t'BSET1(n)). Furthermore. GJ(n) can
also be evaluated with less computational effort if <I>l and (I>'2 are non-empty sets.
The algorithm ,vorks by finding a sequence of subnets (SUBiVET1, SUB.:VET2, ...,
SU BIV ETi, ...) such that <I>i is non-empty and then merging these subsets into larger
ones unti1 all the net,vork is covered. The tree approach can also he implemented using
an MVA-based recursion. The details can be found in [84,188].

The computational requirements of both convolution and :.IVA algorithms grow
exponentially Mth the number of closed chains in the network. Recently, Conway
and Georganas [39] proposed a ne,v algorithm called RECAL (Recursion by Chain
Algorithm) \vith computational requirements which grow as a polynomial function of
the number of closed chains in the net,vork. RECAL is significantly less costly than
either convolution or MV A for net,vorks with many closed chains and few centers, but
the opposite is true for net'vorks \vith many service centers and a fe\v closed chains.
Similar to convolution, RECA.L is based on a recursive computation of the normaliza-
tion constant and suffers from the same potential overflow lunderfiow problems that
are found ,vith convolution. Subsequently, Con,vay et al [3i] derived a ne'v algorithm
called MVAC (Mean Value Analysis by Chain) that is similar in form to RECAL's
recursion ( and has similar computational requirements) but avoids the computation
of the normalization constant. Like MVA, ~IVAC compu.te~ only mean performance -
~~~~res for networks with IS and SSFR centers. Furthermore the equations used

have a pleasing probabilistic interpretation.
As we \vill discuss in following sections, there are applications \vhich require the

calculation of joint distributions of queue length. Motivated by such applications. de
Souza e Si1va and Lavenberg [48] developed a new algorithm called DAC (Distribution
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Analysis by Chain) \Vhich has been sho\Vn to be more efficient than previous algo-
rithms for that purpose, since the computational cost to evaluate joint queue len~th
probabilities ,vith DAC is of the same order as the number of such probabilities [-!8].
DAC ca:n be applied to net'vorks \Vith IS. SSFRand QLD centers. Furthermore. DAC
can be used to compute mean performance ri1easures and marginal queue length prob-
abilities more efficiently than RECAL or ~IVAC. Finally, the rec~rsion is very simple.
the equations obtained have a physical i1lterpretation and the computations present

-no numerical problems.

To i11ustrate the DAC recursion. consider a net,vork ,vith QLD centers in which
each chain ,vith l\.k > 1 customers is converted to .:Vk identical single customer- chains
("rith the same visit ratios. etc. as the original chain). \Ve define some additional
notation in ,vhich superscript k denotes a quantity for a network when only chains
1, ..., k are present. Thus, the superscript I{ dcnotes the net,vork ,vith a full pOpU-
lation.

n = (nl, nJ) = joint queue length.
.1

Fj = J-dimensional vector \Vhose j-th element is one and ,vhose other

-elements are zero.
1 k = population v(':ctor = k-dimensional vector all of ,vhose elements are

one.
.5.k = {!I : Lf=l nj = fk } = state space of the net'vork.

pk(!I) steady state probability that the net'vork is in state !I E .:lic.
Sk = {n: Lf=l n) = k. n) is a nonnegative integer for a1l j } = set of

possible queue lengths.
pk(n) = steady state probability that the joint queue length is n E Sk.
Pjk(n) = steady state probability that there are n customers at service center

).

The recursion is based on the keyequation:

J
p k ( - ) -\k,""" --.!!..i- p k-l ( --- ) (.,.,)n -Ak L., a)k n e) --

j=l J.l.j(nj)

where,

).~ = ~ (23)

L Bjk~Vj~
j=l -"c '".--

k
W;k = Tjk 2::: --.!:-(n ) Pjk-l(n -1) (24)

n=l J.l.J

Each step of the recusion corresponds to adding one customer to the network.

To allow easier interpretation of Eq. (22) we rewrite it ~: ;..- ~ pk(n) = t LJk

[ ~4pk-l(n -l]) ] (25)
j=l J.l.)(n)) Wjk

Since the network is composed of single customer closed chains, LJk is the probability
that the single customer from chain k is at center j, when k chains are present. It
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r:an be shown ( using similar ar2;uments to those presented ill appendix .-\ of í37~ ) that
the term in brackets in Eq.( :?;3) is the expression .ior the ~teady state prob'ability oi
a net'vork ",ith J.: chains being in state li. <.:onditiolled that the customer from chain
k is at center j. ( Furthermore. this conditional probability is identical to the steady
state unconditional probability of a llet'vork \vhere the h.th c:ustomer is circulatin~ at
ce1lter j only. )

The recursion presented ilbove calculates the joint queue length probabilities alld
average measures for the last chain aJded to the net'vork. The mean pe~formance
lneaSUres for any other chain. Sily chaill t. can be calculated by ..hacktrackin~.. .i.e..
by removing the chain t customer Í1.om the llet\vork.

In [48] extensiolls to the al~orithm \vp:re presented which reduce the computational
requirements \\"hen ollly 11lar~illal probabilities (or joillt prohabilities ilt a subset of
centers) are needed. Furthermore. a simple rccursive (.xpression is obtained \vhich
allo\vs the calculatioll of an)' state probability in I\.- steps only, if chain throughputs
are previously calculated using any algorithm. say ~Iv---\. or DAC.

Summary.
In this section. \ve presented a brief survey of computational al~orithms for closed

queueing net'vorks. ~Iixed net\vorks. i.e.. net,vorks \vith closed and open chains. offer
no additional problem. The al?Proach is simply to convert the mixed lletwork into
an equivalent lletwork \vith ollly closed chains. For net\vorks \vith IS and SSFR. the
effect of open chains is to reduce the capacity of the service centers by a fixed amount
[116]. Several books exist \vhich include a detailed presentation of algorithms. suchas [21,31,38,116]. .

We conclude this section .\vith several observations. Although some of the exact al-
gorithms have been applied in practice, they are not practical for solving large net\vork
models, mainly due to the large amount of storage required. (The issue of reducing
space requirements of exact algorithms ~y implementation procedures have been ad-
dressed by several authors, e.g. [i 4,209].) Many applications require the solution
of medium to large problems, and thus the modeler has to resort to approximation
techniques. Ho\vever, even in this case the exact algorithms play an important role,
as \vill become e..;dent in the next section. Furthermore, exact algorithms based on
equations ,vhich have a probabi1istic interpretation are particularly useful as a basis
for developing heuristics for approximation algorithms. The prime example of this
is ~IVA.. It remains to be seen if D--\.C \vill be useful in a similar way. Finally, it is
important to point out that care must be taken \vhen one chooses a particular algo-
rithm to solv~ a problem. It is common to see a reference to an exact algorithm as
appropriate to solve ;'product form queueing network models" .However, the correct
phrase is ;'a class of product form queueing network models", since the equations

..-". -.obtained for the particular algorithm are often proven algebraica1ly from expressions

valid for a restricted class of product form models only. For example, recently a new
kind of service center ( of interest in mode1ing certain types of multiprocessor systems )
was proven to satisfy the requirements for a product form solution [li]. However. the
kno,vn algorithms cannot immediately be used to obtain a solution for models ,vhich
include this new center, and ne'v algorithms had to be developed [18,32].
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4 Approximations.

4.1 Introduction.

..1.,s discussed in the previous section. open net'vorks have a simple closed form s()lt1tion.
The exact analysis of genera1 closed qt1eueing networks is typically ,.ery costly due to
the large state space. Closed net'vorks require additional effort to ohtain a normalized
solution, and relatively efficient algorithms have been developed as ,vere described.
Unfortunately, these a1gorithms have c()mputationa1 requirements that gro'v ('ombi-
llatorially with the number of closed chains in the net'vork or ,vith the number o(
centers. For example. for the most common algorithms (convolution. ~1\'.A) net'vorks
\vith more than five chains \Vith a fe,v customers per chain (say tcn) rnay be too costly
to solve in a medium size computer. Of course increases in the speed and memory
capacities of computer systems ,vill expand the range of models that can be solved ex-
actly but the exporiential growth of complexity of the computations means that only
marginally larger net'vorks ,vill come ,\ithin reach. Xet'vorks \\ith a larger number
of chains can be solved exactly if the net,\()rk has a special sparseness structure ( e.g..
,vith tree algorithms) or if it has ollly it fe,v centers (e.g., \Vith RECAL, ~IVAC or
DAC). For net'vorks \\hich do not satisfy product form requirements. the only general
solution method is to cletermine the transition rate matrix for the model and to solve
llumerically. Due to the state space explosion this is only feasible if the net'vnrk has a
\ery small number of service centers and j()bs, i.e., a small s~ate spa.ce. The high cost
of existing algorithms for product fo!.m closed chain net,vorks ánd the lack of efficient
exact algQrithms for llon-product form llet'\orks are the ll1ain reasons to investigate
accurate and cost effective methods for the approximate analysis of closed queue:;ngnet,vorks. .

~Iany methods have been proposed for the approximate analysis of queueing net-
,vorks. Most do not give error bounds for the results obtained. In general. the
accuracy of the method is evaluated empirically for a large number of net,vorks by
comparing the approximate solutions ,vith results obtained by analyzing the same
net,vorks ,vith an exact algorithm (if that is feasible) or by simulation.

We classify the techniques for the approximate analysis of queueing networks (both
product form and non-product form net,vorks) into non-iterative and iterative meth-
ods. ~lost of the non-iterative methods proposed in the literature are based on ex-
tensions to the ~IVA equations, hierarchical decomposition and/or Norton's theorem
and asymptotic expansions of the normalization constant. Some of the non-iterative
~IVA based methods for non-product form networks require a recursive solution over
all network population vectors, and so they have the same multiple chain computa-
tionallimits as MV A. ~IV A based approximations for product form networks generally
break the recursion of the NIV A equations in order to obtain significant computa-
tional savings. Non-iterative methods based on hierarchical decomposition/No~ton 's

'- theorem typically involve solving a subnet,vork for all feasible population vectors ( to

obtain the service rates for a flow equivalent server) and then solving an aggregate
net,vork consisting of the flow equivalent server and the remainder of the network.
These methods are nlore suited to single chain networks rather than multiple chain
networks due to the cost of solving the subnetworks and the aggregated network. ..1.,
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\ariety of iterative methods have r)een proposed in the literature. --\ survey can be
found in [50J. Rougl1ly. in some methods. sets of.nonlinear equations are obtained by
introducing approximate reiationships between unknown parameters of the net'vork.
There may be two ( or more) sets of equations and t'vo ( or more) corresponding sets
of parameters (say. -Yl and .Y2). The equations take the form: -Yl = F1(.Y2) and
-Y2 = F2(.Y1). ,vhich can be reduced to a single set of fixed point equatioIls of the
type .Y1 = F1(F2(.Y1)). III general. we may have "V sets of equations of the form

.-\i = Fi(.Y1, Yi-l..Yi+l, \"). Others follo,v the classical iterative decompo-
sition approach in ,vhich (l model is decomposed into an interrelated collection of
subnet'vorks. Each subnet'vork is analyzed independently. \\ith rhe remainder (or
complement) of the subnet\vork represented in a simplified \vay. The parameters of
the complement of a subnet\vork are obtained from the solution of other subnet\vorks.
Each subnet'vork is analyzed. one at a time. and the parameters in the complement
are updated to reflect the latest subnet'vork solution. Successi,.e iterations refine
previous estimates. until some convergence criterion is satisfied. Figure 5 belo,v il-
lustrates this iterative process. Besides the accuracy of the result. issues concerning

queueing model

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Ân iterative process.

convergence. existence and uniqueness of the final solution are important. but in gen-
eral it is difficult to resolve any of these issues. Several researchers have addressed
the problem, e.g. [6,50.139.206].

We have outlined one classification of approximation techniques. In this section
\ve survey several specific approximations for product and non-product form networks
and indicate where they apply. These approximations have been developed in response
to needs in practical applications as ,vill be discussed for each.

4.2 Decomposition.

Many approx:imations are based on hierarchical decomposition in which the network
is decomposed into subnet,vorks \vhich are solved independently. The results are
then.. combined to obtain a. solution for the original network. Decomposition -is a. --

useful technique in analyzing lal.ge complex systems consisting of weakly coupled
subsystems. The basic theorems forma.lizing the approa.ch for stochastic models are
due to Simon and Ândo [165]. Courtois made a seminal contribution in sho",;ng ho\v
the results apply to stochastic queueing net'vorks and developed a. comprehensive
theory of nearly completely decomposable queueing networks. The development below
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follo\vs that of Courtois [-!0.-!1]. \\'.e briefly survey the application of the general

technique to queueing networks.

Consider a queueing net\vork model of a system \vith exponential servers. Assume

that this model is composed of \\"eakly coupled subsystems. i.e., the queues in any

subsystem interact much more heavil~' \\;thqueues in the same subsystem than \\"ith

queues .in the remainder of the 1let\vork. Then it may be possible. to construct a tran-

sition rate matrix of the model such that it is nearl~' completely decomposable. This

.matrix consists of state aggregates. Each aggregate is such that the transition rates

from states in one aggregate to another are sma1l compared to the transition rates he-

t\veen states in the same aggregate. Courtois has sho\vn that for such \veakly coupled

queueing net\vork models the aggregates are the transition matrices of subnet\vorks of

queues. This observation is of great importance in providing computational saviIl~s.

The basic solution technique is as follo\vs: each aggregate is solved in isolation. ob-

tajning an approximate solution for the conditioned state probabilities of each: then

the steady state probabilities for each aggregate are calculated by accounting for the

interaction between aggregates.
.1

In more detail. assume that the beha\.ior of the s~.stem is represented by a contin-

uous time Markov chain \,;th transition rate matrix Q as shown in Figure 6. In that

Ql � �

� Q2

Q=

QN-~.N-l �
� f QN

Figure 6: Transition rate matrix Q.

figure, Qi is a submatrix consisting of the transition rates between states of aggregate

i. The f'S indicate that the transition rates from a state in aggregate i to states in

any other aggregate are small. in comparison to the transition rates between states in

each aggregate (less than a value E). It is easy to see that a matrix C can be chosen

such that

Q = Q. + fC ( 26 )

\vhere Q. is a completely decomposable matrix. 7r; , the solution oí7r;Q: ~ 0, can be

interpreted as an approximation to the steady state probability vector conditioned

that the system is in aggregate i (7ri. ~ 7ri). In order to find the unconditioned steady

state probabilities, we need to calculate the percentage of time the system is in any

of the states of each aggregate. If \ve knew the correct 7ri this could be easily done by
.., n4ctly aggregating each submatrix Qi into one state and constructing and solving a

new matrix R, shown in Figure 7, with .LV states, \vhere the rij'S are calculated from

... (?- ).--c .
'.IJ -'.iQ,Jl -I

where r is a column vector of 1 's.

~
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.'.1.2 '.1.3... rl..V

r2.1 .
R = r.l.1 r.l.2 .

'..\..1 .

Figure 7: .-\ggregate matrix R.

The 7:-f.s are not kno\vn exactly. but they ('an be approximateri by rhe ;;-: s. The
solution of \II = \vR (II! = l,;...l, l.2. l.;.'.v]) is used to obtain the rinal i1.pproxima[e

solution 7:-:
-- [-.J. -.7:. ~. ,:" ,] ( ") 8),. -'.1...1,1.2...2, '..v...;. ...

This solution can be shown to be O(e)[-l2].

In [190] \.antilborgh extended the above restuts and sho\ved that the solution for
the steady state probabilities can be bOI1l1ded by O( e2 ) i1.S follows. It is kno\~.n that
for a specific choice of the matrix C ill Eq. (:;6). each 7:": \vill correspond exactly to ;;-;.
Ho\vever. in order to make this exact aggregation. it is necessary to kno\v rhe exact
\.alue of 7:" .The basic idea is to estimate ;;- .as above. and again use Eqs. ( 27) and {28)
to obtain a ne\v estimate. This ile\V estimate can be sho\vn to be O{e2) i1.nd successi~.e
estimates obtained by iterating the procedure \vill produce successively better bounds
and \vill in fact. con~.erge to the exact solution.

As an example of tlie application of decomposition to queueing net\vorks, consider
the model of a multiprogrammed computer system \vith memory constraints sho\vn
in Figure 8, \vhere a memory partition has to be a.l1ocated to a job before it is a.l1o\ved
to compete for the CPU and disks. In the figure. the a.l1ocation of memory is repre-

tenninals

% L aJlocate

r. node

Figure 8: A central server model \vith memory constraint.

sented by an "a.l1ocate node" [116,152.154], and we assume that there are .i'vI memory
partitions and J.V > 1'1 terminal users. Let Q be the transition rate matrix for the
system. A.ssume that the states are ordered in such a \vay that: {a) the ith aggregate.
for i:::; M, contains al1 states with i jobs in the CPU-I/O subnetwork and; (b) the jth
aggregate, j > .:V contains al1 states with .L\1 jobs in the CPU-I/O subnetwork and

..
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j --v jobs \,aitin~ for a memory partition. Further assume that .\- ,\ « min{J.1.c, J.1.d}.
\vhere 1/ /\ is the a\.era.ge user think time and J.1.c 'ahd J.1.d are the CPU and disks ser,ice
rates. respecti,ely. This assumption is reasonable for real system models. By properly
choosing the matrix C. each aggregate (J: \,ill correspond to the subnetwork formed
by the CPU and disks. \,hen the population in this subnet\vork is i. for i ~ -V or
-\I for i > .V. Therefore. the aggregates can be etficiently solved. Lnfortunately. the
approach in [laO] tlestroys the physical interpretation abo,e. since the submatrices

.used to obtain a lle\V estimate of ;:- do llOt necessarily represent net\,orks of queues.

It is interesting to note that. based Ol1 clecomposition. ol1e can cleri,e ~orton.s
theorem for product form queueing net'vork models [lal]. As a final note, not only
has decomposition been applied to queueing net\vork models of \,eakly coupled sub-
systems but. as \,ill be cliscussed next. the general idea of decomposing a system into
an iriterrelated set of subnet\vorks can be used even \vhen subnet\,orks are tightly

coupled.

4.3 Approximations for Large Product Form Networks.

As mentiol1ed in the introduction of this section. we can classify the majority of
the methods that have been proposed for the approximate analysis of large product
form queueing net\,orks as either: ( a) non-iterati,e methods based on extensions
to the main ~IVÂ equations; (b) non-it~rative asymptotic expansion methods: (c)
iterati,e methods \vhich in'.ol,e the approximate solution of .the \,hole net\vork; ( d)
iterative methods based on hierarchical clecomposition which in,ol,e the solution of
subnet,vorks. Based on this classification, we survey below some of the methods that
has been proposed.

4.3.1 Non-Iterative MVA Based Methods.

Â simple example of a l1on-iterative approximation is the asymptotic bounds of ~Iuntz
and Worig (134] for single chajn net\vorks. The upper bound for utilizations and lower
bound for mean response time for a class of queueing networks (single chajn) applies
more broadly than product form networks and includes arbitrary \vork conserving
queueing disciplines, arbitrary ser,ice time distributions, etc. It can be shown that
the increase of a device utilization \vith an increase in the number of customers is no
greater than linear and that the ratio of the utilization of any t'vo servers is equal
to the ratio of their respective relative utilizations (for single server queues). These
simple facts plus the observation that no utilization can exceed llead to the following
upper bound on device utilization:

Ui(N) .s: min(~JV, ~) (29)
}:j aj as

-..,. where Ui(N) is the actual utiliza.tion of tiie ith-server ,vhen the network population

is N, ai is the relative utilization of the ith server, and as is the highest relative
utilization. Ân upper bound on response time can also be obtajned by using Little's
result. The bounds are also trivially extended for multiserver queues. The bounds
above can be used as a rough guideline for system analysis. In [54], there are several

examples which illustrate the application of asymptotic ~alysis.
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.-\lthough the bounds abo\"e require fe\\" assumptions. a. penalty is tha.t they are
not \"ery tight. Zarhojan ~t al (208] de\"eloped a .boundiIlg technique called BJB ( Bal-
anced Job I3ounds) which leads to more accurate bounds. but the method requires

the network to be product form and OIUy SSFR queues are permitted. It is sho".n

that bounds on the throughput (response time) can be obtained by calculating the

throughput (response time) of t\VO related 1letworks; one in \vhich the relati\"e utiliza-
tions of a1l de..-ices are identical to the ma.ximum relative utilization. and a.nother in

.\\"hich a1l the relati\"e utilizations are identica.l to the average of the relati\"e utilization

of all devices:

\ ,. iV .
..~ /\( .;V) ~ , ..( 30 )

Lj aj + (.\ -l)as Lj aj T (~V -l)aa

\vhere aa = ~. Extensions for net\\"orks \\"ith 15 centers are also described in [208].

b1.1t the solution is less efficient.

In [60,61] Eager and Se\"cik proposed a bounding method \vhich has ad\"antages
over previous techniques. This method ca.n handle multiple chain net\vorks \\"ith IS

and SSFR centers, and one can trade o.ff computation for accuracy, thus creating a
hierarchy of bounds. The method is appropriately called Performance Bound Hierar-
chies (PBH). \\re briefly summarize the results. From the ~I\.A. equations for single

("hain net'vorks \ve obtain:

. [ t.t!(i-l)(V-l) . ] .
}VJ')(.I\i) = aJ 1 + Z + )tt..('-~)(lV -1) (,;V .:.- 1) (31)

\vhere Z is the sumofthe relative uti1izations in all.IS centers, t~.(i)(lV) = Lj tVJi)(.\,.),

and the superscript (i) indicates the order of the bound. If tV)(i-l)(.V -1) is kno\vn

exactly for all j, then Eq. (31) gives the exact value for }Vj(lV) = }V.Ji)(~V). However,

i{ an upper (lower) bound is chosen for \iVj(O)("V -i), then by appl}-ing Eq. (31) i

times successively, ~VJi)(N) \..-ill also be an upper (lower) bound for tVj(.lV), {or any
value of i. Also, the larger the \"alue of i, the tighter the bounds. In [61] it is shown
that, starting \vith 1\luntz and "'.ong.s lo\ver bounds for response time, a sequence of
lower bounds is obtained. Similarly, a sequence of upper bounds is obtained when it
is assumed that a1l customers are in the bottleneck center, i.e., tVJo)(.iV -i) = .V -i
{or j = S .

The basic idea of the algorithm remains the same for queueing networks \vith
multiple closed chains. However. exact MV A equations are not used as in the single
chain case, and new (MVA based) equations are employed. The computational cost

of the PBH algorithm is O ( J I.;(K+ii-l)) .For a gi\"en value of i. bounds are less tight

for less balanced fixed rate centers and more "dissimilar" chains. In [60] extensionsare als(j developed Íor queueing networks with QLD centers, but the computational -

requirements grow combinatorially with the number of those centers.

Recently, Hsieh and La~ [88] proposed a bounding technique ca1led Proportional
Bounds, \vhich is proven to be more accurate than BJB in [208]. The approach
also enables the trading of computational time for accuracy and, for single chain
networks, extends the technique in [61], since the recursiQ~ can be over an arbitrary
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population sequence rather than .V -i through ..\.. The method is based on the
following observation: as the population of the network increases. the illcrease in the
ratio L./ Lj is greater than a linear increase with rate ai/aj, \vhen ai > aj. If we
assume that the rate of increase is linear ( in particular .proportional to t he ratio
of relative visit ratios ). then using the main :VIVA Eq. ( 14) a lo\ver bo11nd can be
obtained for the total network delay. Similarly, ~n upper hound can be obtained by
lloting that L,(n)/L)(n) < (ai/a))n, for ai > aj, n > 1. For instance. bounds on
ty.(.\.) are given by (assuming the network has only SSFR centers):

J J
L D~(ni) ~ tV(ni) ~ L Dj(ni) (32)
j=l )=1

D1(u) ( ) [ , l(u) ( ( ]j ni = aj 1 T rj ni-l) ni -1)

DI(u) (l(u) () -j ni)
.r) nl -J l(u)

Lm=l Dm (n.)

[ ]no I aj u aj
r )(no) = ~ no = 1 r j (no) = ~ no = nl -1

L..I al L..I a,

\vhere the superscript I( u ) represents the quantity for lo\ver or 11pper bound. and
1 < nl < ...< ns is any population sequence ( S ~ ~\').

For multiple chajn net\vorks.. the algorithm proposed in [88] is sirnilar to the level 2
.bounds in [60]. In [88] several examples are also presented \vhich apply the multichain
algorithm to medium size communication networks.

In a subsequent pa:per, Hsieh and Lam [8i] proposed a simple approximation for
multiple chain net\vorks called PAM (Proportional Approximation ~lethod). The
method uses the ~IVA equations and estimates average queue lengths for population
( lV -4) for 1 ~ k s: K to obtain performance measures for population J.V. The es-
timates are based on assurning the customers from each chain are distributed among
the centers in the same proportion as the relative utilizations of the centers. A slight
modification is also proposed in which the last two steps of the MV A recursion are ex-
ecuted (instead ofjust one step) to improve accuracy. In [87] the PAM algorithm was
tested for chain throughputs only. The approximation does not give error bounds, and
the results seem to indicate that the accuracy is not nearly as good as existing itera-
tive methods. However, it is argued that the accuracy is sufficient for communication
network optimization problems with the advantage that the solution is very fast. The
emphasis is on low computation cost since, in communication network design, a large
number of models must.be solved during a search of the design space.

Other reláted work for obtaining hierarchies of bounds is presented in [98!106,168,

170].
'-~ ~ ..~~,-"-

4.3.2 Asymptotic Methods.

Most of the methods surveyed thus far are based on the MV A equations. --\ diff.erent

approach is to obtain bounds on performance measures by performing asymptotic
expansions on the norma1ization constant. Computational savings are obtained by
truncating the higher order terms in the expansion. The earliest work that we are
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a\vare of that took this approach is that by Ferdinand 162] for the machine interier-
ence ( or machine repair) model. .The idea of pe.riormin~ asymptotic expansions on
the normalization constant was also used by ~IcKenna and ~Iitra [128.129.130.1-1-1j
,vho developed an extensive and novel methodology to handle larl;e closed ql1euein.g
net,vorks with IS. SSFR and QLD centers. In their method. Euler.s integral is ~11b-
stituted for terms in the expression for .the normalizatio1l constant of a ill.t"'()rk. For
example, for a single chain net"'ork ,vith J -1 SSFR centers and a sinl;le IS center
(server J) (see also [195] for details):

'IJ J-l
G(lV) = I: ~ n a7i (33) .

!:IEi nJ. i=L

Recalling Euler.s integral:

n! = 1~ e-ttndt n ? O

it easilv follo,vs that.

.an = f~r:-t~(lt (34)
Jo n!

.-\ssuming that aJ = b.:\r and O < ai < b ( for 1 :::; i:::; J- 1) (this is called {he ..norma1
usage.. assumptio1l), ólnd using Eq. (34) to substitute for the a7i i1l Eq. (33). after
some algebraic ma1lipulation and making all asymptotic ('xpa.nsion in. o1le of the terms
in G(.V), it is sho\vn that G(.;V) can be written as a linear combination of the normal-
ization collstant for hypothetical networks with SSFR centers called pseudo-networks.
\\"ith relative utilization at the centers and chain population different that those for
the original net,vork. If higher order terms in the expansion are truncated. G(;.V) can
be estimated efficiently by solving the pseudo-net'vorks ,vith small population values
for the pseudo-net'vorks.

The computational cost of the algorithm (for multiple chain networks) is O( J I{t),
where t is the number of terms in the asymptotic expansion and is empirically chosen
to be 4 [144] for accurate results. With this choice for t, the cost is similar to the
cost of the PBH algorithm ,vith bound leveI of 3 [61]. However. the asymptotic
expansion algorithm requires that all chains visit an IS center and also imposes a
limitation on the SSFR center utilizations relative to the total IS utilizations ( e.g.,
for single chain networks, the normal usage assumption mentioned above requires
that Ui < U J / .IV). In practice, this limitation is translated into a restriction on the
maximum utilization of the SSFR centers (say utilizations less than 0.85). Recently
it was shown in [130] ho,v the ..normal usage" restriction can be relaxed if the centers
at the pseudo-networks are treated as queue length dependent centers, even if the
original network has no such centers. Finally, besides obtaining bounds for average
quantities, bounds on second moments of queue lengths can also be obtained.

Other work related to asymptotic expansion techniques is found in [104] for solv-
ing a queueing network model of a multiprocessor system. For this simple system.
approximate formulas are obtained for the performance measures of interest.
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4.3.3 Iterative Methods.

rhe physical interpretation of the :\1\ .A equations has been the basis for a number of
iterative approximatíons.

In ~ome early \vork. Bard [11] proposed a very simpl~ \vay to break the recursíon
in Eq. (14) byassuming:

L)k(.\-: -~) = L)k(.\-;) (35)

\vhich has an intuítíve appeal when the number of customers is large.

A more accurate and \,;dely used approximation was proposed by Schweítzer [160]
for product form net\vorks \víth IS and SSFR centers:

L ( ~ ---
{ Ljk(J.V) -k # t

)k 1. et) -~ L ( \ ,. ) k -(36).v~ )k ..-t

It is easy to see from Eq. (36) that the approximatíon comes from assumíng that
the fractíon of each chain population at each center does not change if the net'vork .1

population is decreased by one customer. Thís approximatíon has computational costs
\vhích are O( I{ -V) and typica1ly errors of less than 10~ are obtained for throughputs
and less than 20% for mean queue lengths and meanser,.ice times. However. large
errors (up to more than -!0% for average queue lengths) can occur [-!9.206]. This is
due to the fact that the removal of a chain t customer can ha,.e nonnegligible effect
on the average queue lengths of other chains. \vhich is contrary to the assumption on
\vhich Eq. (36) is based.

In order to more accurately account for the effect of removíng a job from the
net\vork, Chandy and Neuse [30] proposed a new algorithm ca1led Linearizer. ro
illustrate the method. consider a single chain queueíng net\vork model. Define:

F. ( .LV) = ~J .LV

as the proportíon of jobs at center j and

Dj(N) = Fj(N -1) -Fj(.LV)

as the difference in this proportion when the population íncreases by one job. Schweít-
zer's approximation assumes that the proportíon ofjobs at each center does not change
from population lV -1 to populatíon .:V (i.e., Dj(N) =0. for all j). (N.ote that this is
true for balanced networks, í.e.. networks ín \vhich all centers have the same relatíve
utilizatíon, and for unbalanced net\vorks ín the limit as J.V -00 since almost all the
customers will be in the bottleneck center.) Linearizer can be viewed as attempting
to estimate the true value of Dj(lV). In order to break the recursion it is assumed
that Dj(N) = Dj(N -1). This is equivalent to assuming a linear change for fj(.LV)
~ .LVgrows. Successiveiterations are tised-to refine the value of Dj(N). For multiple

chain net,vorks, it is necessary to estimate the difference Dklj(J.V) in the proportion of

chain k jobs at center j \vhen the population of the network \aries from (lV -tt) to

(N). The basic approach remains the same, though. This algorithm is very accurate
and extensive tests reported in the literature indicate that errors are typícally less
than one percent, and on the order of a few percent in the worst cases. Linearizer is
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ho\Vever. Illuch more costly than Sch\\,eitzer.s ap.pro.'cimation. III l30! it \vas reported
that the computational cost is O(J [.;1) and storage cost is O(J [\..~). In [52] it is sho\vn
that the computational cost of Linearizer can be reduced to O(J [.;2). Recently. an
approximation based on Linearizer ,vas proposed \vhich has the same computational
cost of O( J 1.;2) but storage cost is reduced to 0( J I\.-) [206] .Rest1lts in [206] indicate
that the ne\v approximation is only s1ightly \,orse than Linearizer. l-sually, con,er-
gence is not a problem in these methods. but Iletworks can be constructed such that

.convergence is slow [206].

Sch\veitzer.s alld Linearizer approximations cannot solve Ilet\vorks \~;th queue
leIlgth dependent centers. Ho\,e,er, load dependent centers are important not only to
model a congestion adaptive servers ( e.g., disks ). but they also occur in hierarchical
mode1ing as a flo\v equivalent center for a subsystem. Zahorjan and Lazo\vska [207]
proposed an approximate algorithm to solve networks \vith QLD centers. A sim-
pler and apparently more accurate approximation \vas proposed by Krzesinski and
Grey1ing [108]. The method is based on Linearizer and uses an additional approxi-
mation for QLD centers. llamely:

.
Pj(i Il.V -~) = P)(i I.V) (37)

This approximation breaks the recursion of the ~IVA. equation 1 Eq. ( 16)). and the es-
timates obtained for qtleue length distribtltions \,ere found to be reasonably accurate.
The computational complexity is O(J():~l .\-k)I.;2).

Combined iterative/decomposition methods.

The approximations above attain reduction iri computational cost by replacing
the MVA rectlrsion by iteration. They do not attempt to decompose the model into
smaller. more efficiently solved submodels. The main reason for partitioning a product
form queueing net\vork into subnet\vorks is to obtain subnetworks \vhich are much less
costly to analyze than the original net\vork. The stlm of the costs for solving each
subnetwork times the number of iterations is usually signifitantly less than solving
the \vhole network. There are many possibilities for choosing the subnetworks. for the
representation for the complement for each chain in the original network, and how
the parameters for the complement are determined. In [50,205] we find a detailed
discussion of the possible choices.

Below is an example of an approximation \vhich decomposes the original model into
subnetworks and a simp1ified representation of the complement of each subnetwork.
Successive iterations over the subnet\vorks refine the estimate of the parameters for
the complement.

Models of local area distributed systems may require many closed chains ( on the
O!~~!-pí t-ens-to h:uD,dreds). Briefiy,-in aloca1 area distributed system. a job generated .
at one site may use resources from a foreign (i.e., remote) host. To represent the rout-
ing behavior of a job, at least one routing chain has to be associated with each site.
and so models of LA.N's \~;th n sites \\;ll have at least n chains. Schweitzer's approx-
imation is computationally practica1 and could be used to solve this kind of model.
However, large errors may occur in some cases. Linearizer is very accurate, but it
can be computationally too expensive for such models. A.n iterative approximation
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method ,vas proposed in [49] ,vhich is applicable to this problem. The h(\sic idea is to

subdi\;de the Ilet'vork resources iIltO subnet'vorks ( not necessarily disjoint) and. for

each subnetwork. to identify the chains that have higher loadings at the subnet'vork

resources than at the resources in the complement. These chains will be called the

loca1 chains for that subnetwork. a11d their customers the local c~stomers. .-\ll the

other chains (and customers) will be called forei.gn (with respect to that s11bnet'vork).

For instance, in a local area distributed system. the subnetworks can be the computer

.sites. and the local chains for a site ,votud most likely correspond to customers logged

on at that site. Chains representing customers.logged on at other sites ,volud be the

foreign chains. In this approximation, the effect of the complement in the subnet'vork

is represented in a different way for the two types of chains. For local chains the

complement is represented by an IS center and for foreign chains the c:omplement

is represented by Poisson arri\als. .\s described in [-49], this representation and the

parameters for the complement are obtained by (a) preserving the recursion in Eq.

(14) in a subnetwork ,vhen a local chain customer is removed. and (b) approximating

the effect on the mean performance measures in a subnet,vork ( and the remainder of
the net,vork) ,vhen a foreign (local) chain customer is removed (for instance. Sch,veit- I

zer's approximation is used to approximate the effect on the mean queue lengths of

the resources in a subnet'vork. ,vhen a foreign chain customer is removed). Figure

9 sho,vs the representation of a subnet'vork and its complement. The approach ,vas

foreign chains
! .! !

I SL"B11."E1WORK
I 1 !

local
chains ,.. ~

O
.

...
.

...0-

Figure 9: A subnet\\.ork and its complement.

empirically found to be nearly as accurate as Linearizer but with a computationa1

cost competitive with Schweitzer's approximation. It is interesting to note that any

solution technique can be used to solve for the subnetworks, and if the original net-

,vork contains only SSFR and IS centers and Sçhweitzer's approximation is used for

the subnetworks, then the approach reduces to Schweitzer's approximation applied

to the whole network. It can a1so be applied to networks with multiserver service

centers. Furthermore, it is possible to trade off cost and accuracy by the choice of

subnetworks and loca1 chains. In [-49] an example is also given which extends the

~~~~?~. ~~-~o~-pro-duct form netw~r~~.- Other iterative decomposition approaches are possible, and discussions can be

found in [50,122,205].
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4.4 Approximations for N on-Product Form. N etworks.

There are many applications that require the modeling of certain features \vhich
violate product form requirements \vhen included in a queueing network model. Some
examples include:

.FCFS queues \vith different service times for different rot1tinl;" ("hains. These
queues appear in models of packet s\vitching net\".orks when packets in different
virtual channels have different average lengths.

.In models of interactive computer systems. a job may be required to obtain a
memory partition before competing for I/O resources. This is an example of
the so ca1led simultaneous resource possession problem. Other examples include
the modeli11g of critical sections in a computer system.

.Queues \vith priority scheduli11g may appear both i11 models of data net\vorks
( e.g., control packets may have higher priority than data packets) or in a com-
puter system model ( e.g.. jobs may have different priorities according to their .1

class ).

.Blocking. Blocking may occur when jobs contend for resources with finite wait-
ing room. For instance. in data networks. a node \".ith no free buffers available
may block the traffic on incoming channels to that node.

.Queues with fork/ join. Fork/ join constructs are important to model the be-
havior of programs which can spa\vn tasks to be executed in parallel and need
resynchronizatio11 at some points in time during execution.

~Iost of the solution methods proposed in the literature are tailored for a partict1lar
class of non-product form net'vorks, and do not produce erroibounds. An exception is
the \vork of Courtois [40,41] \vhich can be used in a more general framework and allows
the bounding of the solution. Ho,vever, it is limited to small models since it deals \vith
the Markov chain representation of the system. Recently though, Courtois and Semal
[43,45] have sho\vn that queueing models with a very large number of states can be
handled, by bounding performance measures of interest which are computable from
the conditional steady state probability of certain subsets of states. This approach
may considerably extend the size of models which can be analyzed. Another bounding
methodology \vas recently proposed by ".an Dijk. [189] and will be discussed below.

The majority of the methods for the approximate analysis of non-product form
queueing network models can be subdivided into non-iterative and iterative meth-
ods based on heuristic extensions to the MVA equations, hierarchical decomposition
and/or Norton 's theorem.

"-- ~. ~.-. ~.-- 4.4.1 MVA Based Methods.

FCFS centers with relaxed service time distribution constraints.

It is known that for FCFS service centers the product form solution holds on1y if all
jobs belonging to different chains have the same exponential distribution. Even with
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the usual .'independence assumption [102J models .of packet s~;tched communication

net,vorks ,vith different packet lengths for different virtual circuits would violate prod-

uct form. Reiser [147] proposed a heuristic modification to the MVA equation for the

mean ,vaiting times (Eq. (14)) for FCFS ser,'ice centers with different ser';ce demand

distributions for different chains. Based on E.<1. (14), the waiting time observed by a

packet of a chain k at service center j has three components. namely: ( 1) the mean

service time of the arriving job at service center j, T)k; (2) the mean backlog of jobs

,vaiting in queue at arrival; (3) the residual service time of the job in service upon

arrival of a chain k packet. The main assumption is that the arrival theorem holds for

this kind of non-product form net~.ork. From the above assumption and obser,-ations

the follo,ving equation is obtained:

K K 1 ...2
'\:"""' '\:"""' -'\1("\ -ek)ajl T)I

tVjk = TJk + L... Tjkqjl(4V -ek) + p Bj(lV -ek) x L... K ~ (38)

/=1 /=1 Lt=l Àt(.iV -ek)ajt -TJI

\vhere p B j( lV) is the probability that the center j server is busy when the population

is 4V. Eq. (38) simplifies to

l\-
tVjk(1V) = Tjk + L TjILjl(.;V -~) (39)

/=1

for exponential service time distributions.

The above results apply to single server FCFS centers, bl1t cannot be easily ex-

iended to multiple server centers. In [51] an approximation is developed to handle

non-product form FCFS multiple server centers. The approach is also based on the

assumption that the arrival, theorem applies to the network model under consider-

ation. Furthermore, an additional assumption is used to relate: ( a) the probability

mass function that, at arrival times, the server is serving ii customers (given that all

servers are busy), and (b) the network flows. Experimentation has shown that the re-

sults are accurate. In [36] a linearizer algorithm based on this method was developed

with good results.

Priorities.

Priority scheduling disciplines are frequently used in computer systems [102]. For

instance, jobs with different resource requirements may be assigned different priority

levels at the CPU. In packet switching net'vorks, control packets usually have higher

priority than short messàge packets, ,vhich in turn may have higher priority than long

messages.

The shadow approximation [164] is an early iterative technique proposed for

preempt-resume priority sy~-te~sJ-~~t-l~g~-~~~~~s ha~e ~~~-!~po:t:'t-ed. MC?r-e-!ec~ntly, ---, ~- .-Bryant--et al [22] proposed an MVA-based approximation for queueing networks (open,

closed or mixed) containing preempt-resume and head-of-the-line priority service cen-

ters, which appears to have better accuracy than previously published results. Simi1ar

to Reiser's approximation for FCFS centers, it is assumed that the arrival theorem

holds for non-product form networks with priority queues. In light of Eq. (14), the

expected sojourn time of a tagged job in a preempt-resume priority queue is given
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by three components: (1) the mean service tim~ of the tagged job at the center: (2)
the mean backlog of jobs in the queue with equai or lúgher priority than the tagged
job; and (3) the delay due to lúgher priority jobs which arrive while the tagged job is
queued. A new equation for the mean waiting time oí a job with a given priority is
obtained, and an ~IVA like recursion is used to solve íor the mean performance mea-
sures. A similar development applies to head-of-the-line priority queues. [22] reports
on extensive experiments to evaluate the accuracy oí the approximation.

The approximation above requires a recursive solution over all net'vork populations
and thus has the same computational cost as ~Iv.A. But the work reported in [59]
sho\ved that a Linearizer type algorithm can be used to alleviate complexity ~;thout
sacrificing much accuracy. Other related \vork appeared in [16] \vhere the authors
tried to overcome potential sources of errors in pre,;ous approximations ( such as
..synchronization erroi' ). The modifications proposed seem to improve the accuracy
for some cases studied.

Bard 's Approximation.

An early example of an iterative method is found in [10] \vhere Bard proposed the
use of Eq. (-!0) belo\v instead of the ~IVA equation (Eq. (14)):

yVjk(.iV) = Fjk().1.,...,).j,L1,...,LJ) (40)

to model several system characteristics including some \vlúch lead to non-product form
nétworks: Fjk gives the proper approximate solution in terms of parameters of the
model; the exact form oí Fjk depends on the type o.f the jth service center. Among I:he
models considered were: tightly and weakly coupled multiprocessors, CPU priorities,
software subsystems, distributed systems, etc.

4.4.2 Methods Based on Hierarchical Decomposition.

The approximations above are examples oí MV A based techniques. In methods based
on hierarchical decomposition, the network is decomposed into subnetworks which
are solved independently. Then the results are aggregated to obtain the solution íor
the original network [40,41].

Several decomposition methods are based on a heuristic use oí Norton 's theo-
rem íor non-product íorm networks. These approaches are based on weakly coupled
subnetworks [116].

FCFS centers with relaxed service distribution constraint8.

wrane-[1"25r áevelopedãri Tterã:five-ã1gorith. siiigle-ch-ãínnêtworksMth--nõn::---
product íorm FCFS centers. It has been extended íor multiple chains by Neuse and
Chandy [135]. Recently, Akyldiz and Sieber [7] proposed an extension to hand1e QLD
centers in single chain networks.

In Marie's method, each iteration involves analyzing a set oí subnetworks and their
complements. For the sake oí exposition, consider a networ~ that has two non-product
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form FCFS centers ( e.g., non-exponential service time distribútions ). say center i and
j, as shown in Figure 10a. It is assumed that Norton's theorem is valid for non-
product. networks. A subnetwork is formed consisting of center j and the Norton.s
flo\v equivalent of the remainder of the net\vork, as shown in Figure 10e. The fiow
equivalent server for the remainder of the net".ork is obtained bv substitutin(J" for.~
center i an .'equiva1ent.' exponentia1 server and appl);ng Norton :s theorem. as sho\vn

.in steps (b) through (d) in Figure 10. (In that figure. equivi is the ..l:quiva1ent..
server for center i.) This subnetwork is not product form (since center j is FCFS
\\;th genera1 service time distribution) but it is an ~I/G/1 queueing model \\;th state
dependent arriva1 rates, and can be efficiently solved. After solving for the subnetwork
containing center j, the parameters of the an '.equiva1ent" exponential center j are
determined. (In the equiva1ent center. the service rate for a given queue length is set
equa1 to the mean departure rate at that queue length. ) The same steps are followed
substituting center j by i (Figure 10g), and iterating until a convergence criteria is
satisfied. The accuracy of the method appears to be good, but it is clearly very
expensive for multiple chain networks. unless the number of chains and the number
of non-product form FCFS centers is small.

Simultaneous resource possession.

The approaches based on decomposition and Norton's theorem have a1so been
successfully used to model a class of queueing networks with simultaneous resource
possession [151]. A typica1 example is shown in Figure 8. Other examples include
the representation or soft\vare critica1 sections. These are examples of models which
include passive resources and are a1so called models with simultaneous possession of
resources.

The basic approach used to solve centra1 server models \vith memory constraints is
to isolate the CPU-I/O subsystem, and to compute its Norton '5 equiva1ent server. The
fina1 solution is obtained by solving a net\vork with the termina1s and the equiva1ent
server with state dependent service rate equa1 to J1,( m ), O::; m ::; .1\1 , where .lU
is the number of memory partitions. Sauer [151] has studied the accuracy of this
decomposition approach and has shown that it is effective for single chain networks.
The method can a1so be extended to multiple chain networks which do not share the
same passive resources. In [151] a solution was proposed to solve networks where
jobs in different chains share the same passiv~ reso~~ce, but it is c~mputationally

expenslve.
Severa1 iterative methods have been proposed for solving the simultaneous resource

possession problem. They follow the classica1 iterative decomposition approximation
technique as described in the introduction to this section. Each of the examples below
employs a different method for choosing the subnetworks, its complement, and the
function5-which relate the parametêr-s.for--the complemênt bf a subnetwork-to the --

solution of other subnetworks.
In the method of "surrogate delays" [92], a system is partitioned into a set of re-

sources which are held a1one (without any other resource being simultaneously held),
a set of primary resources and a set of 3econdary resources. The primary resources
are those which are held whi1e a customer requests service in the secondary subsys-
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Figure 10: Marie's method.
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tem. 1n the surrogate delay approDmation. two submodels a1"e const.ructed: the first

represents exp1icitly the queueing delay for the primary resources. and the second the

queueing delay due to congestion in the secondary subsystem. In the example of Fig-

ure 8, the primary resources are the memory partitions. and the secondary subsystem
is formed by the 1/0 disks and the CPU. The first subinodel contains an IS center

for the terminals and an .\J server center ( .\J is the number of. memory partitions )
representing the queue for primary resources. as shown in Figure 11a. The service

°
}-C~ ,. °

~. I .. ... I...

O O CP -I/O
termina1s memory ",LU1a1S ')ubsystem

paniúons

...1
..
..

queuemg memory
delay for queuemg
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subsystcm

(a) (b)

Figure 11: The method of surrogate delays.

time of this last center is equal to the response time in the subsystem, assuming that

no contention occurs. The complement of this submodel is represented by an IS center

which acts as a surrogate for the queueing delay (excluding.service) in the CPU-1/0
subsystem. The second submodel represents the terminals exp1icitly and includes a

flowequivalent center for the CPU-I/O subsystem (obtained from Norton's theorem),

as shown in Figure 11b. The complement is represented by an IS center, representing
the queueing delay ( excluding service) due to contention for memory. The solution is

obtained by iterating between the two submodels. The method of surrogate delays is

not readily extendible to multiple chain networks [92]. Other interesting app1ication

examples are also presented in [92].

In another method proposed by Jacobsen and Lazowska [94], simultaneous re-

source possession is represented as a population constraint in a subnetwork. The
approach, app1ied to the network of Figure 8, also requires an iteration between two

product form subnetworks. The first includes an IS for the terminals and a multiple
server center with lVf servers representing the memory partition resources. The com-

plement isrepresented by the averageservice time of this multiple server center,.which
is equal to the average time spent in the CPU-I/O subsystem. The second subnetwork

explicitly includes the CPU-I/O subsystem. The complement is represented by the
population size which is chosen equal to the mean number of memory partitions in use.

This quantity is obtained from the solution of the first submodel. Since this number

may not be an integer, an approximation is used to solve for the second subnetwork.

Several example applications were presented in [94] which demonstrate that method
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can be quite accurate. .-\lthough the method \vas. also intended for solving multiple
chain networks sharing the same passive resources. additional approximations would
be required and no extensions \vere presented in [94].

In [120], another approximation \vas proposed to solve multiple chain queueing
models in which each chain has an independent memory constraint. \\.e refer again
to Figure 8, but no\v there are I{ chains and I{ independent sets of memory partitions.
The basic idea is to solve I{ single chain models. each one representing the terminals.
\\rith a fiow equivalent server mode1ing the memory constraint for a given chain ( say
chain k ). The fio\v equivalent server is obtained from the solution of a multiple chain
net,vork by varying the population of chain k and fixing the other chain populations
to the ayerage number of jobs of the corresponding chain in the I/.O subsystem. Xote
that each iteration requires the solution of I{ single chain models \vith a QLD center
and the solution of a multiple chain model for all populations of each chain ,vith
memory constraints. In [120] this approximation technique is also proposed as an
approximation for shared memory constraints. but in this case. the results are not
too accurate.

Krzesinski and Teunissen [109] extended the previous approach to solve models
\vith multiple chains sharing the same passiye resource. In this method. each chain
visiting a shared passive resource is modeled as a chain \;siting a dedicated passive
resource subjected to a constraint \vhich is calculated from the ayerage number of cus-
tomers of the other chains in the constrained subnetwork. A.s in [120], each iteration
requires: (a) the solution of K single chain subnetworks \yith a QLD center, where K
is the total number of chains sharing the same passiye resource ( ~IVA \vas used for
the solution); and (b) the solution of a multiple chain subnetwork as in [120], where
the population of a chàjn is allo\ved to vary and the other chains are maintained fixed
at the ayerage population. Since Linearizer was used to solve for the multiple chain
model, it has to be inyoked O(L~l .Vk) times, in order to obtain the results for all
possible populations. The examples presented in [109] showed the accuracy of the

approach, but the computational cost can be high.

De Souza e Silva and Muntz [51] also addressed the simultaneous possession prob-
lem. Like [109], the approach is applicable to networks with dedicated and/or shared
passive resources. Furthermore, the use of passive resources can be nested. In this
method, two or more subnetworks are constructed. The effect of the complement
of a subnetwork for a chain is represented differently for different chains, depending
on whether the chain visits a passive resource in the subnetwork and/or in the com-
plement. Some of the subnetworks may not be product form due to multiple server
FCFS centers ( with different service times for different chains visiting the center )
which result ().íter applying the decomposition procedure, and an additional approx-
imation was developed to handle this case. To illustrate the method, we again refer
to Figure 8. Assuming that there are K chains sharing the same passive resource
(memory partitions), two subnetworks are -built. Thefirst represents the- terminals ..-

and the memory passive queue. The complement of the subnetwork for the K chains
is represented by an IS center which collapses to one FCFS multiple server center
due to the memorv constraint. The mean service time of jobs from each chain at this
center is given by. an equation relating parameters of the other subnetwork. Figure
12a shows the first network. Note that this subnetwork is not product form due to
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Figure 12: ...\n approximation method for simulataneous resouce possession.

the multiple server FCFS center \Vith different ser,"ice times for different chains. The
second subnetwork represents the CP~ .and the disks. as shown in Figure 12b. Ihe
complement of the subnet,vork for the chains is represented by: ( a) a single chain
\vith .\1 jobs (recall that .;\1 is the number of memory partitions ) and I\ classes. each
one corresponding to a chain of the original model; and ( b) an IS center in \vhich the
mean delay is a function of performance measures of the first subnetwork. Xote that
each iteration involves only: (a) the soluiion of a K chain.nç'twork (an ~I\rÂ based
approximation algorithm \vas used, but a Linearizer based approximation [36] may
also be employed), and (b) the solution of a single chain network (~IVÂ can be used
\Vith little cost).

In [51], an example was also presented íor a model which represents contention
for peripheral processors in addition to memory. The model contains nested passive
resources. Several examples demonstrate the accuracy oí the approach. Some of
these examples also appear in [109]. For those, the overall accuracy seems to be
comparable, but the maximum error in [51] was smaller than the maximum error in
[109]. However, no extensive systematic comparisons have been carried out íor the
various approaches we have described.

Other approximations exist for the memory partition (passive resource) and re-
lated problems. Some oí these can be íound in [5,19,20,175].

4.4.3 Other Approximations.

van Dijk'8 Bounding Methodology.

Van Dijk [189] has proposed a methodology íor obtaining bounds íor non-product
íorm networks. The basic idea is to modiíy the original queueing network problem
50 that- it satisfies product íorm requirements and so that a períormance measure
obtained with the solution oí this network bounds the corresponding measure oí the
original network. The modification proposed is such that the resulting network satis-
fies job-local-balance (i.e., "íor any state and any job, the rate into that state due to
a particular job is equal to the rate out of that state due to the same job" ). In several
systems, it is relatively easy to recognize the causes íor violation oí job-local-balance
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at the system level (i.e., in terms of queues. service disciplines. etc.. rather than in
terms of the l\larkov chain description of the model) and to make the necessary mod-
ifications. Appl.ication of the methodology to some non-product form models such
as overflow models. systems with breakdown. etc., are presented in [189! (and the
references therein). It is argued that the bounds obtained are sufficiently closed to
be useful to obtain insights. As with other approximation methods ( e.g., ~l\ .A-based
methóds). some ingenuity is required to apply the approach to cach new model.

Modeling Program Behavior: Fork/Join Constructs.

Heidelberger and Trivedi [81] proposed an iterative approach to solve models of
parallel processing systems where a job subdivides into two or more tasks after \"is-
iting a service center ( these centers are called '.split nodes~' ). These models arise.
for example, in some interactive systems where the user submits a batch job while
continuing to execute interacti\"e tasks. In their method. the split node is replaced by
an ..equi\"alent~. product form ser\"ice center. Interactive jobs are modeled by a closed .1

chain as usual. The secondary (spl.it) tasks are modeled by a Poisson source ,..;th ar-
ri\"al rate dependent on the throughput of the corresponding closed chain. Thus the
approximate model is mixed. Iteration is used to match the closed chain throughput
,vith the Poisson rate.

In [80], Heidelberger and Tri\"edi modeled the behavior of a class of programs
which allow concurrent execution of some of the tasks ~.ithin a job. A central server
model with terminals was used to represent the system resources. In their model, a job
consists of a primary task and two or more secondary tasks. A primary task executes
using the system resources and can spawn two or more secondary tasks. The secondary
tasks execute independently using the system resources, while the primary task waits.
Once all spawned secondary tasks finish, the primary task L"esumes execution.

Consider that each task spawned írom a job belongs to a different class Ci, i =
1, ..., T (where T is the total number of tasks spawned by a primary task). Co is the
class of the primary task. Consider a stochastic process in which each state represents
a particular number of tasks of each class in execution. The basic assumption is that
this process evolves as a Markov chain. It is also assumed that the time between
transitions is sufficiently large in comparison to changes in the queue lengths at the
service centers, so that the queue length distributions converge to the steady state
distribution prior to the next change in the numb.er of executing tasks. This is identical
to the assumption of weak1y coupled systems used in decomposition. The transition
probabilities between states are calculated írom: (a) the solution of a central server
model with T + 1 closed chains, each one corresponding to a task class Ci and with the
number of customers at each chain given by the corresponding state of the Markov
chain ( note that if MV A is used only one pass is needed for all population vectors );

..~ and (b) additionalapproximations for cbmputing the conditional probabi1ities that --

a class Ci task ( i = 1, ..., T), which has just completed execution, finds that all its

siblings have already completed executing, given the current number of active tasks
of each class. The solution method was shown to be very accurate. However, only
models with one type of job was considered, and the solution is very costly if jobs
spawn severa1 (say, more than three) tasks. Another, less costly but less accurate
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approximation \vas also proposed in (80].

5 Decision Support.

Queueing networks have been employed as a" basic tool ror rormulating and sol,;ng

a number of optimization problems. These optimization problems can occur during

any of the system life cycle phases. For instance, in system sizing the modeler may

want to select the capacity of system resources which have to be allocated. such that

some system measure is optimized sub ject to certajn constrajnts. such as maximum

cost and/or minimum throughput. In other problems, the goal is to distribute the

resources among the customers (jobs. packets. etc) so that some performance measure

is optimized subject to constrajnts. It can be useful to compare a performance measure

obtajned from data measurements taken from the system during operation with the

"optimal" performance measure obtajned from a model. If the measured performance

is much worse than the estimated optimal. the analyst may want to .'tune.' the system

by altering some parameter values in order to improve performance. In this case.

sensitivity analysis plays an important role to determine the influence of different

parameters on the measure to be improved.

5.1 Optimization Problems.

The set of decision problems can be organized according to: "

.which model parà.meters can be controlled;

.the measure to be optimized;

.the set of constrajnts.

For computer/communication systems, the most common model parameters to be

controlled are:

.rou ting;

.service capacities;

.rate of service demands;

.scheduli.ng disciplines.

Usually, only one of the model parameters is optimized with the others fixed a priori,

but in general a subset of the parameters can be optimized simultaneously. --" " The general routing problem deals with the assignment of customers' demand

for service to resources that can provide the service such that some performance

measure is optimized subject to specified constrajnts. For instance, in the "classical"

routing problem in long-haul computer networks, the resources are the channels and

the customers are the packets traveling through the network. Th~ problem is how to

choose the set of channels ( the route) to be allocated to the packets traveling from
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a source to a given destination. Load balancing problems can also be put in this
general framework. In these problems. the resources are the disks, file servers, or
computer sites in a local network environment. The users are the jobs to be executed
and the problem is to ..route" the jobs to the resources in order to balance resource
utilizations. File allocation problems are another variation of the general routing
problem. The issue is ho\v to distribute the files among disks to optimize some
performance measure. In several studies, this problem is reduced to determining

optimal routing probabilities.
In the capacity assignment problem, the capacities of the resources are chosen

in order to optimize a performance measure. For instance, in long-haul computer
communication networks, the issue is to find the optimal capacities of the links to
maximize throughput (or minimize the network average delay) subject to cost or
fairness constraints. For a single computer system, the issue may be to choose the
capacity of the CPU and/or the disks subject to cost constraints. It is interesting
to observe that it may be possible to relate the routing problem ~;th the capacity
assignment problem if a product form queueing network is used for the system model.
In this case, the model solution is affected only by the relative utilization of the re-
sources. The capacity Ci of a device i can be computed from the relative utilization
ai, the visit ratio Bi and the relative service time Ti( = Tt/Ci), as Ci = BiTi/ai. There-
fore, by calculating the relative utilizations which optimize a performance measure of
interest, the capacities can be obtained if Bi and Ti are fixed. Similarly, the routing
in terms of the Bi can be obtained if Ct and Ti are fixed.

Examples of optimization problems for \vhich the rates of ser,;ce demands are
the decision variables are: ( a) selecting the throughput rates of jobs in a computer
system in order to optimize the overall mean throughput subject to a cost constraint;
(b) selecting the window sizes in a computer communication network \vith \vindow

flow control.

The influence of different scheduling disciplines on the performance measures of a
queueing network has not been addressed much in the literature. It is, nevertheless,
an interesting and difficult problem if the queueing network is not product form.
For instance, it is not difficult to construct examples in which jobs from different
chains have different bottlenecks \vhich vary from a center to another according to

the scheduling discipline of the centers.

The most common performance measures to be optimized are: response time,
queue size, throughput and cost. Among the constraints we mention: total server
capacity, total cost, minimum throughput (perhaps per chain), limited use of resources

(not all resources can be used by all customers).

Below we survey examples from computer/communication systems which employ
queueing network models. The examples are organized according to the particular
~pplication area. Other examples are presented in Section 6. Routing in computer networks.

One of the earliest app1ications of queueing network models in computer commu-

nication network optimization problems was the routing assignment problem [14,102].
An open queueing network was used in these studies to model the contention for link
capacities. The input traffic is assumed to be Poisson and >.ij is the rate of traffic
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entering at site i and destined for site j. The pr~blem is to split the traffic amon~ the

possible paths from origin to destination such that the network delay is minimized.

The routing obtained with this procedure is often referred to as probabilistic static

routing, since the network flows are di\;ded probabilistically among several paths.

The optimal routing solution \vas formulated as a non-linear .multicommodity flow

problem. Since the objective function ís convex ,vith respect to the fio\vs. a do,vnhill

search method called Flow Deviation [641 ,vas employed.

Open queueing network models do not accurately model networks with window

flow control mechanisms, as \ve \vill describe in the next section in more detail. For

networks which use window flow control in a ~;rtual channel, a closed queueing net.

\vork is more appropriate to model the level 3 protocol of packet switching networks

[14j]. Kobayashi and Gerla [1031 proposed an algorithm based on the Flo\v De~;ation

method for finding the optimal routing of traffic in closed queueing networks. The di-

rection of steepest descent is found by taking the derivative of the delay function ,vith

respect to the network flows. The derivati~.e is shown to be a function of expected

queue lengths, ,vhich can be easily obtained from the ~IV.-\ algorithm. For single

chain networks. the global minimum is obtained, since the objective function can be

shown to be con~.ex with respect to the. set of routing patterns. For multiple chain

net'vorks, it is easy to show by counter example that the objective function is not

con\"ex. Therefore, in this case, the algorithm only finds a local minimum. Xote that

in [1031 the routing is probabilistic, and several paths can be used between a source

destination pair. However, in networks \\,hich employ virtual .circuits. only one route

is-chosen when a session is set up bet\\"een a pair of communicating sites. In [6i].

Gavish and Hantler describe a routing selection method for non-bifurcated routing.

The approach is iterative and uses a modified version of the Flow Deviation method

to make iterative improvements on an initial rouie assignment. At each step of the

iteration, the error between the current solution and the optimal solution is bounded

using a Lagrangian relaxation technique.

An example of optimizing routing and capacity.

Due to its special structure and wide applicability in computer system modeling,

the central server model (Figure 1) has been used as the basic model for different

optimization problems in the literature. We briefly survey some of these studies in

this section.

Trivedi et al [186J studied the problem of determining the CPU speed, the capacity

of the disks (in number of blocks of words) and the file assignment which ma.-àmize

system throughput subject to a cost constraint. (The CPU cost is assumed to be

a power function oí its speed and a disk cost is assumed to be a linear function of

its capacity.) A single closed chain central server model was used to represent the coinputer- system: In their model, all files are broken into fixed size blocks, ( which are

stored in blocks of identical size in the devices) and each block can be independently

stored in any secondary storage device. It is also assumed that the number of file

blocks which are stored on a device and the number oí blocks a device can store ( the

capacity of the device) are continuous variables. Furthermore, uniform probability of

access to any block in a file is assumed. With these assumptions, the unconditional
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probability of a request to a particular disk, after a CPU burst, is a simple function
oí the parameters: (a) the probability of referencing file i after a CPU burst and:
(b) the number oí file blocks stored on disk j. It \vas shown that the reciprocal

oí the throughput is convex, and that the set oí íeasible solutions is also convex.

Together these guarantee that any local minimumn is a global minimum. The paper
also includes a prooí oí an interesting property oí the optimal solution, namely that

ií files are ordered in nonincreasing order of activity, then files should be assigned to
disks in this order, fi1ling the disks with highest cost per block first. This property

was used to reduce the number of decision variables of the optimization problem.

Finally, the solution to this nonlinear constrained optimization problem was obtained
by: (a) first converting it to a nonlinear unconstrained optimization problem and then

(b) solving it via a standard quasi-Newton minimization technique. It is also worth
mentioning that this problem reduces to the file assignment problem if the CPU and

disk capacities are fixed a priori.

Capacity optimization.

In [184] Trivedi and Kinicki were concerned with the selection of CPU speed and

secondary memory device speeds such that the throughput is ma...amized subject to
a cost constraint. The system is modeled by a central server model with a single

closed chain. Device speeds are assumed to be co.ntinuous. v~riables. (In a previous

paper, Trivedi and Wagner [185] had shown that for this optimization problem any
local minimum is a global minimum. ) The Lagrange multiplier method was used to

solve this constrained nonlinear optimization problem. For this method, the partial
derivatives of the CPU utilization with respect to the relative utilization of the devices

have to be found. From Section 5.2 we can see that this has a simple íorm in terms

oí mean queue lengths.

It is interesting to compare the routing problem oí Kobayashi and Gerla [103] with
the above problem. For single chain networks, if cost constraints are relaxed, these
are equivalent problems and the main difference is the solution method employed.

Optimization of rates of service demands.

A simple example of a problem in optimizing service demand rates is that of

choosing the optimum degree of multiprogramming together with device speeds such

that the throughput in a multiprogrammed computer system is ma.ximized subject to

cost constraints. This can be easily accomplished by using the approach in [184] with
a fixed degree of multiprogramming, and then performing a search íor the highest

throughput, as suggested in [184]. (In other words, several models must be solved,

". .-, e~~h ~th a fixed degree of multiprogramming.) Heiss and Totzauer [82] used a central server model with open chains to find the

open chain throughputs which ma.ximize the utilization of the devices such that the

response time of different types of users ( modeled by different open chains) do not

exceed given limits. More specifically, the objective function is a linear combination

of device utilizations. The decision variables are the open chain throughputs. The

constraints are upper and lower bounds on the open chain. throughputs and an upper
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bound on the response time of each open chain. .

Load balancing.

A load balancing policy chooses the res~urces that should be used to r1.m a job
(from the available resources that are capable of executing the particular job) in order
to optimize a given performance measure. As mentioned in the introduction to this
section. this is similar to determining an optimum routing policy for communication
networks, but there are some significant differences. In the routing problem, a set
of source-destination pairs. the traffic for each pair and cost/performance constraints
are specified. The resources ( communication channels) are all identical in function. In
the load balancing problem, there is no notion of source-destination traffic. Instead,
there are collections of one or more resources \vhich can perform a certain type of
\vork and \vhich \ve might. call functionally equivalent s.ubsystems. During execution.
a job can choose ( or be assigned) to access resoUrces in a particular subsystem to
obtain a certain type of ser\-ice. C sually, the routing of jobs to the subsystem is not
an issue. In some systems. jobs are grouped into classes and. for each class. resources
are classified as either local or foreign. If the dispatcher chooses to execute a job at
a foreign resource. a penalty is paid ( e.g., extra processing is needed) to dispatch the
job. A.n important property of a load balancing strategy is fairness of service, i.e.. the
system should operate in such a \vay that all jobs. regardless of their class. should be

.provided \vith specified acceptable levels of performance. As an example of a .iairness
problem" that may occur, consider a central server model representing a (:omputer
site in a local area net\vork. This site has a CPU ( with PS scheduling) and a disk
( with FCFS scheduling). A..ssume that there are t\VO types of jobs: type a \vith very
long CPU mean service times, and type b \vith relatively small CPU mean service
times. Assume alSO that the CPU is the bottleneck. In an attempt to improve the
response time of both jobs, type a jobs are sent to execute in a "foreign" site \vhich
has more CPU capacity available. Both types of jobs, however, continue to use the
loCal disk (i.e., files are not transferred to the foreign site). It is easy to construct a
case in which the bottleneck is transferred from the CPU to the local disk, and the
response time of type b jobs can increase significantly. This is essentially the same
problem reported in [i9] in a different context.

A load balancing policy may be source-iIÚtiated or server-iIÚtiated, depending on
whether the source site makes the decision where to execute the job or the server sites
search for work when they become idle [196]. Furthermore, load balancing can also
be static or dynamic. Static load balancing algorithms generally base their decision
on the averáge behavior of the system. Therefore, static load balancing aims at
obtaining optimal mean performance at steady state \vith no dynamic control based
on the current system state. A drawback of static algorithms is that they do not

-
àdapt to short-term changes in the load. Dynamic strategies, ori the other hand. base
their decision on current information about the state of the network. A taxonomy o[
load balancing algorithms and a comparison of several policies can be found in [196].

The usefulness of static algorithms might be questioned, since operational systems
often implement dynamic control procedures. However, both types of algorithms are
important since they play different roles. Static models are useful for system sizing
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(e.g., allocation of resources. ide~tification of b0ttlenecks. sensiti,;ty studies. etc.).
Note that some decisions are inherently static, e.g., fi1e allocation in most applications.
Static algorithms can sometimes be exploited for dynamic load balancing (e.g., some
routing algorithms in computer networks [14]). Dynamic models are harder to solve
analytically, and solutions often deal only \vith very small systems and/or are based
on simplifying assumptions such as system homogeneity.

~Iany papers that deal \..;th load balancing algorithms model the distributed SYS-
tem being analyzed as a system of .1\1 parallel queues as illustrated in Figure 13. The

:IO
jobs

.:IO..
...

dispatc :IO

servers

Figure 13: Â queueing model for load balancing.

..
queues repres~nt the resources in the net\vork sub ject to load balancing ( e.g., proces-
sors, computer servers, etc. ). There is a dispatcher which is in charge of distributing
the load among these queues ( e.g., [33,136,203]). The overhead incurred in transfer-
ring a job from its "local" site (i.e., origin) to a "foreign" site is sometimes included
in the model ( e.g., [58,66,123]). In [46,47,172], a more detailed representation of the
network is considered. Below, we briefiy review some of the results in the literature.

Cho\v and Kohler [33] studied three policies based on immediate information about
the state of the system. In the first policy, the dispatcher transfers a job to queue k if
Rk(nk + 1) = minl{R1(n, + 1)} where R1(n,) = n,/ J.1.1, n, is the current number of jobs
in queue I and J.1.1 is the service rate of queue I. This policy is aimed at minimizing the
expected response time .of an arriving job. In the second policy, queue k is chosen to
receive an arriving job if this choice minimizes the expected time to complete ser,;ce
of all the jobs in system assuming no further arrivals. (It is assumed that all servers
are exponential which facilitates this calculation. ) The third policy assigns an arriving
job to queue k if this choice maximizes the expected throughput of the system during
the next arriva1 period. A solution is obtained using numerical techniques and only
for a system with two queues.

Yum and Lim [203] studied systems in which jobs are restricted to run in a subset
of the .resources, according to their types. -Different policies are compared (inc.~~ding --
one of the policies of [33]). Numerical solution methods were employed and only
systems with three queues were studied.

Ni and Hwang [136] obtained the optimal assignment probabilities which minimize
the expected system delay for a static load balancing po1icy. The system is modeled
by a set of parallel M/M/1 queues (processors) where each job type i is constrained to
run only in a subset 'Pi of the processors. The problem is ~ormulated as a non-linear
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programming problem \vith constraints. In order. to obtain the final solution. the
authors first solve the simpler problem of finding the optimal routing probabilities for
one class of jobs in a system with two classes only, in which the second class has its
rate already preassigned. The solution to the original problem is obtained ( roughly )
as follows. All classes which a.re restricted to r:un in a single processor are combined
.into one class with preassigned rates. All the remaining classes (say classes u, ..., v)
are combined into a single class where the jobs can run in any processor belonging to
the set Pu U, ..., U Pu. This .'simpler" optimization problem is solved and the optimal
throughput calculated for each processor (say 6j for processor j) is used to obtain a
set of rates rij for each original class i = u, ..., v. These assigned rates rij are such
that they satisfy as close as possible the optimal rate 6j for a1l j. The rates rij are
made into preassigned rates. The remaining job rates are combined into a single class
and the .'simpler" optimization problem is solved again. This process is repeated,
recursively, until the final solution is obtained.

Eager et al [58] included in their model of dynamic po1icies the processor overhead
spent in transferring a job from its local site to a foreign host. As in previous work.
hosts are modeled by single queues, but here there is a dispatcher in each host which
makes the decision of whether to transfer a job or not. The decision to transfer a
job to another host is made based only on local information. ~lore specifically, a job
should be transferred if the local queue length exceeds a given threshold ( .'threshold
po1icy" ). However, the choice of the foreign site to receive the transferred job may
or may not be state dependent. Three po1icies are studied: (a) a random po1icy
iil-which a site is chosen at random. Since new arriva1s and transferred jobs are
treated equa1ly, a tran.sferred job may be retransferred if it arrives at a host with
queue length exceeding the threshold va1ue. To avoid instability, a 1imit is imposed
on the number of transfers a' job may experience; (b) a threshold po1icy where a site
is selected at random and then its queue length is probed to determine if it is below
the threshold. If so, the job is transferred. If not, another site is probed up to some
specified ma.ximum number of probes. A job is processed loca1ly if the probing 1imit
is exceeded; (c) a shortest queue po1icy, where a given number of sites are chosen at
random and their queue lengths are obtained. The site with the shortest queue length
is chosen to receive the job, if its queue is less than a given threshold. Otherwise, the
job is processed loca1ly.

A model is developed for a homogeneous system. The key assumption made to
obtain an approximate solution is that each site behaves independently of other sites in
the network, Thus each site can be analyzed in isolation. The effect of the remainder
of the network on a site.is modeled by a Poisson arrival process of transferred jobs.
Since a1l sites .are identical, information about the current state is obtained from the
solution oí a single site.

Lee and Towsley [123] also considered dynamic threshold po1icies. The model
and main assumptions are similar to those in (58] .The -choice of a foreign site is
alwayS'"tn.ade at random and no retransfers are possible. The optimum threshold is
obtained numerica1ly by exhaustive search. As in [58] , only homogeneous systems are
corisidered, Unlike (58], there is a communication delay whenever a job is transíerred
to a foreign site, but no extra processing at the local site. Furthermore, the effect of
assigning different priorities for local and transferred jobs is studied.
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The models of static and dynamic po1icies presented above are simp1istic in that

the hosts in the distributed system are represented by a single (fixed rate) queue

and/or only homogeneous systems are considered. The models discussed next use a

more complex representation for a site. For example, a host can be represented by

a central server subnetwork or by any other product form queueing network model.

Complex job behavior can also be represented, and the distributed system may be

.heterogeneous. However, only static load balancing is considered.

In the model of Tantawi and Towsley [1721, the distributed system consists of a set

of sites connected by a communication network. Sites are represented by a number:

of resources, and different sites may have different configurations and resources with

different processing rates. Jobs arrive at each site according to a Poisson process with

possibly different rates for each site. The communication network may be represented

by one or more resources. The model is required to be a product form queueing

network.

The optimal static load balancing problem is formulated as a non-1inear optimiza-

tion problem. If the communication dela~ is such that it satisfies the so called "triangle

inequa1ity property" (i.e., the communication delay of transferring a job Ú'om site í

to j is never greater than the delay of transferring the job to a site k and then to

site j), the authors were able to show that sites are partitioned into three categories:

they are either sending jobs for foreign processing but not receiving jobs Ú'om foreign

sites; or only receiving jobs Ú'om other sit:es but not sending any; ~r only processing

local jobs. It was also assumed that the network communicatión delay is a function of

the total traffic in the network and is identical for all source-destination pairs. U nder

this assumption, a set of relations between partial derivatives of the response time

of jobs processed in a site with respect to the job completion rate of that site and,

partial derivatives of communication network delay with respect to the total traffic

through the communication network is found using the Lagrange multip1ier method.

These relations must be satisfied by the optimal solution. The partitioning of sites

and the relations are used in an efficient algorithm for determining the optimal so-

lution. Furthermore, an algorithm ( appropriate for performing parametric studies )

was developed to find the average values of the communication delay at which the

partitioning of sites wi1l change, i.e., sites wi1l move Ú'om one category to another.

This "direct" solution method in [172], albeit elegant, requires the assumption of a

single chain network and does not handle cases where jobs Ú'om one site are restricted

to run in a subset of sites in the network. For these cases, however, a downhi11 search

method, such as the Flow Deviation method [64] developed for product form open

queueing networks can be employed.

De Souza e Silva and GerIa [46] also modeled a distributed system as a collection

of central server models ( with terminals ), one for each site. In this model, multiple

classes of jobs with different demands are all~~ed. -Mor~ specifically, it is assumed tliat theIe a.re local app1ication programs running at each site. These programs are

modeled as closed chains and are not subject to load balancing. Other types of jobs

are assumed to come Ú'om a large number of terminals ( such as in some transaction

processing systems) and are modeled as open chains. These interactive jobs may run

locally or may be transíerred to a foreign site via a communication network. It is

further required that the network oí queues representing the distributed system has
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a product form solution. There can be multiple open chajns \vith different resource
loadings to represent different types of interactive \vork. Some of these classes may
be restricted to run in a subset of sites in the net\vork. The objective function to be
minimized is the overall mean system delay \vhere weighting factors are parameters
to be chosen by the designer to avoid unfajrness to different classes.

The load balancing problem is formulated as a nonlinear optimization problem.
.The solution method chosen is a downhill technique based on the Flow Deviation
method [64]. In order to compute the steepest descent direction for the downhi1l
technique, partial derivatives of the ob jective function with respect to the decision
variables ( open chajn fiows at each service center) must be computed. It is shown
(see also [53]) that the derivatives can be obtained from means and variances of queue
lengths which can be easily computed using MVA (for calculating the means) and new
equations using an ~IVA-like recursion (for calculating the variances).

In a subsequentpaper, de Souza e Silva and Gerla [4il extended the above tech-
nique to allO\v: (a) multitasking within each job and (b) jobs with spawned tasks.
In the first extension. a job may require. the execution of several tasks in sequence.
before completion. Each task is subject .to site constrajnts. i.e.. it is allowed to run
only on a subset of sites in the system. A motivation for this model arises in dis-
tributed database applications in \vhich the database is partitioned (and replicated)
among several sites. A job can be initiated on any site, and consists of a sequence of
tasks that are processed on the site where the referenced d~ta is l<?cated. The task
sequence is modeled by introducing class changes [12] in the chajn which represents a
particular. type of job. The algorithm takes into account all the possible assignments
of tasks to sites.

The second extension is motivated by distributed system applications where inter-
active users may submit batch jobs to be executed. These batch jobs can be assigned
to a set of sites in the system ( e.g. , server sites) and run until completion in the
selected site. (For instance, the batch jobs could represent the compilation of a pro-
gram, text processing, etc. ) Interactive jobs ( such as text editing) are modeled as
closed chajns. Spawned jobs are approximately modeled as open chajns with rates
dependent on the related closed chain jobs, following the approach of [811.

File allocation.

The file allocation problem can be formulated as a variation to the load balancing
problem. (For surveys on this pIOblem see, fOI example, [55,194].) The placement
of files on the disks can be inteIpIeted as deteImining the routing pIobabilities to
the disks after a CPU access. Many solution techniques are based on the following
two step pIoceduIe: a) find a solution fOI the optimum branching pIobabilities to the
disks and then b) from the file access statistics deteImine a file allocation that best
appIoximates the optimum bIanching pIobabilities. An example of this appIoach can
be found in [186]. AnotheI example is found in [202] which is discussed below.

In [202], Woodside and Tripathi consideIed a model of a local area network with J
identical SSFR centeIs representing file serveIs and an IS center repIesenting worksta-
tions (see Figure 14). TheIe are K single customer chains, each one repIesenting the
behavior o{ a wOIkstation user. A user cycles between accessing its one workstation
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Figure 14: A queueing network model oí a local area network.

and accessing a file server. Files oÍ each workstation may be allocated in one or more .,

file servers. As in previous work, the allocation oí files in different servers can be
characterized by the routing probabilities írom the center representing the worksta-
tions to the centers representing the file servers. The prQblem studied was the optimal
allocation of files to the file servers in order to maximize the total utilization of the
file servers. In the model this reduces to optimally choosing the routing probabilities.
It is shown that each workstation should access a single file server and that the load
oí the file servers should be balanced.

In a subsequent paper [182], a more general model was considered by the authors.
Servers to be allocated may be load dependent and need not be identical. Further-
inore, the servers are divided into subsets such that a server belongs to a subset k ií it
can execute work of type k. Some oí the chains may have their demands (character-
ized by the routing probabilities) already fixed, while the routing probabilities oí the
other chains can be varied. Let prki be the probability that a request íor a service oí
type k from the chain r customer, is served at center i. The key result indicates that,
to maximize a weighted sum oí the chain throughputs, the routing probabilities prki
are such that íor each chain r and service type k, prki is 1 íor some value oí i ( and O
for all others ). In other words, there is an optimal solution in which each customer
always goes to the same server íor a particular type oí request. The optimal solution
is thus at a vertex oí the space oí íeasible values íor the transition probabilities. The
result, albeit very interesting, does not solve the optimization problem since explicit
values for prki are not obtained. However, it restricts the form oí the optimal solution

and may be useful for pruning the search space.

In [181], an extension of the model in [202] was studied. In this new model,
workstations may share files, and the allocation of shared files to servers is assumed
to be given. Tne problem is to find the optimal allocation of the non-shared-fi1es.
As in [182,202], the optimal solution is also shown to be at a vertex of the space of
feasible solutions, but the optimization problem, unlike [202], has no known efficient
solution. Therefore, the authors proposed several heuristics to obtain a suboptimal
solution for the placement of files at the servers.
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It is worthwhile to note the difference between the solution obtained with the
above model and the model considered in [186]. In the former, each user behaves
independently of the others. (There is a distinct routing chain for each user.) In the
latter model, customers are statistica1ly identical, and on1y one routing chain is used
to model customer behavior. The optimal solution to the first model is at a vertex of
the solution space. The solution to the second model is not, in general, at a vertex

.of the space of feasible solutions.

Fina1ly, it is interesting to observe that the results in [182] can be used to find
a suboptimal solution to the a1location problem as follows. Assume that each work-
station is activated one at a time. Since the model is characterized by many single
customer chains and a few service centers, the DAC algorithm is particularly suited
to this problem. Furthermore, from the results of a network with r users. it is very
easy to obtain the results for the network \vith one more customer. and it is efficient
to compute the results when a1l possible values of P,.ki E { O, 1} are tried. This process
is similar to the one used in [68] for finding the window sizes in a computer net-
work, where a solution close to the optimal is obtained. Clearly; the order in which .1

chains are added to the network will affect the final solution, but since DAC permits
backtracking, it is easy to evaluate different orderings.

In Wolf [200] we find an example of an approach applied successfully to IBM main-
frame systems. The objective function is the mean 1/0 response time. Constraints
can be imposed on the relative disk access rates. An open queueing network model
was used to obtain the relative disk access rates, and heuristics were developed for
the final solution. The approach was used to assign files to disks in two IBM systems:
an IBM 3081 CPU with 15 channels, 15 controllers and 144 disks, and an IBM 3090
with 40 channels, 42 controllers and 168 disks. Significant performance gains were
reported when files were placed according to the new approach in comparison with

the previously utilized a1location schemes.

Summary.
In this subsection we surveyed va.rious optimization problems applied to com-

puter/communication systems. We have argued that many problems can be cast as
a form of the "routing problem", although there are also some key differences.

Queueing optimization problems have been successfully applied in the analysis
and design of data communication networks. The file a1location and load balancing
problems have become increasingly important as the number of distributed system
applications proliferate. We have discussed a number of studies concerned with ana-
lyzing and comparing load balancing strategies. Unfortunately, the more interesting
case of dynamic load balancing is more difficult to analyze, and on1y simple models
have been studied. Static models, on the other hand a1low important characteristics ..-
to be modeled, such as complex site models, site constraints, jobs with multiple tasks,

etc.
In the solution of an optimization problem, it is often useful to know certain

properties of the measure to be optimized. For example, it may be useful to know if
the throughput as a function of a certain model parameter is convex or not. Some
of the papers referenced above have addressed this problem. Additional work can be
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found in [97, 167] .A particularly important class of properties is the sensitivity of the
períormance measures of a system to its parameters. This is the subject of the next
section.

5.2 Sensitivity Analysis and Workload Characterization.

.Sensitivity analysis plays an important role in system design. It allows the modeler
to evaluate the impact of small changes in system parameters for a specific measure.
As an example, this information can be useful in determining: (a) the most critical
parameters to be changed in order to improve performance; (b) the infiuence of er-
rors in estimating parameter values. In this sense, sensitivity analysis is related to
workload characterization for queueing networks.

The sensitivity oí a measure with respect to a parameter is defined in terms oí
the derivative oí the measure with respect to that parameter. Let ,,\.1 be a specific
measure and ./\.1% the percent change in ./\.1 ,vhen the value p oí a parameter ,p 'ãries .1
by P% percent. A first order expansion on J\.1 around the point p = p yields:

r p aJ\.11./\.1% = lM~J P%

where ]l"f is the value oí ,,~ íor p = p. The term in brackets in the expression above is
the sensitivity oí ,,\.1 with respect to p at the point p = p. Clearly, a higher absolute
value oí the sensitivity with respect to a parameter indicates that a fractional change
in the parameter valtie has more infiuence on the measure.

For product íorm queueing network models, expressions íor períormance measures
(e.g., throughput, expected queue length) typically involve the normalization constant
(see Section 3). Thereíore, the evaluation oí the partial.derivative oí a measure
with respect to a model parameter will usually require the calculation oí the partial
derivative oí the normalization constant with respect to that parameter. The partial
derivative of G(1V) with respect to the visit ratio (}jk is given by [53,126]:

--
~ = ~Ljk(N) (41)

a(} jk (} jk

Williams and Bhandiwad [199] were probably the first to obtain an expression
similar to the above íor single chain queueing network mode1s. They íound an ex-
pression íor the sensitivity oí throughput by differentiating both sides oí the equation
).(N) = G(N -l)/G(N), and by then applying Eq. (41).

In [53,169], simple expressions relating first moments oí queue lengths and partial
derivatives oí queue lengths with respect to input parameters (such as visit ratios
and service times} are obtained. It is also shown that first moments can be easily --.

obtained using recursive expressions similar to MVA. Thus, sensitivity measures can
be easily evaluated. (The approach generalizes to higher moments oí queue lengths
and higher order partial derivatives. ) It should be emphasized that partial derivatives
of queueing measures with respect to input parameter,~ are important not only in
sensitivity analysis but also in optimization problems as well. For example, several
studies discussed earlier used expressions similar to Eq. ( 41) in solving optimization
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problems (e.g., [103.184]). In [46]. expressions relating partial derivatives of queue
lengths and their first moments were used in a load balancing optimization problem.
The approach in [53] can be generalized to obtain recursive expressions for calculating
partial derivatives of joint queue length probabilities which are necessary to evaluate
the sensitivity of availability measures. as \vill be discussed in the Section 6.

Other studies of sensitivity include the work of Gordon and Dowdy [71] \vhich
generalizes the results of [199] to multiple chain networks and also considers the
magnitude of errors introduced by ..large" errors in parameter va1ues. i.e.. that are
too large to use the first order approximation implicit in using the first deri,'ative.
Tay and Suri [173] using a different approach ( operational ana1ysis) consider the error
in performance measures introduced by ( a) errors in estimates of the parameters and
(b) errors due to random fiuctuations in the values of those parameters observed in a
particular observation period.

Suri [171] studied the sensitivity of queueing network measures with respect to
deviations from the ..homogeneous service time assumption " .This assumption states

that the service rate at a station is independent of the number of jobs at that station.
For single chain queueing networks, he obtained an expression relating the partial
derivative of the throughput with respect to fJ.,\f(n) (for station .\I) and marginal

queue length probabilities:

8>. 1
=. -P[n:\f ~ n + 1] ->.P[n.~f ~ n] (42)

aJl.w( n ) a.~f

A similar expression was obtained for the partia1 derivative of queue lengths with
respect to fJ.M(n). Eq. (42) was used to obtain bounds for the throughput when
the variation in fJ.jv(n) Vn .s: N is bounded. (Bounds were obtained for average
queue lengths for a balanced system, i.e., a system in which all centers have the same
relative utilization.) The bounds obtained have shown the relative insensitivity of the
throughput with respect to the homogeneous service time assumption.

The above discussion has concentrated on the sensitivity of performance measures
to estimates of customers' mean service demands at resources. Other parameters that
have to be specified for a queueing network model include the number of customer
chains and the population of each. There has been much less formal ana1ysis of these
issues. However recent work by Dowdy, Krantz and Tripathi [56] shows that the repre-
sentation of a multi-chain queueing network by a single chain network pessimistically
bounds the throughput for the multi-chain network. The resource loadings for the
single chain are the mean loadings in the multi-chain model. Other results pertaining
to these issues can be faund in [204] .General discussions of the issues related to the
work1oad chara.cterization can be found in [63], and particularly with respect to the
design and parameterization of queueing ne.twork models in [180].

,- ~ ---c. , ,--- 6 Application Areas

6.1 Brief Summary

Queueing networks are particu1arly useful mode1s in situations where customers se-
quentiaJ1y demand service from a set of resources and the major effect on performance
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is captured in the contention for these resources: While there are limitations to the
kinds of models that are tractable ( even \vith approximations ), there are a number
of reasons for the popularity of queueing networks, most of which \ve have touched
upon in the previous sections. These include:

.ability to model systems \vith sufficient realism.

.availability of efficient solution methods.

.insensiti,-ity of the resu1ts to small variations in the parameters.

.empirically verified accuracy of the resu1ts.

.approximation techniques to solve larger and/or more realistic models based on
key exact equations.

There are of course alternatives to analytic models: namely simulation and bench-
marking. Often the alternatives can be more accurate but have their own limitations;
benchmarking requires the existence and ability to control the target system and sim-
ulation is often to costly. In some cases, e.g. , during design, parameter values may
not be known \vith sufficient accuracy to warrant the cost of simulation.

To summarize the major uses of anal~tic models are:

.design phase; to choose between several design alternatives.

.system sizing; comparing systems or selecting the configuration.

.system operation; for selecting tuning parameters.

.planning for the future; selecting new hardware/software configuration, usually
due to evolving workload.

In the following sections, we discuss the application of queueing network models to
a number of particu1ar computer performance problems. Our treatment is necessar-
ily brief in all cases but some preference is given to those areas that are perhaps less
familiar or are of more recent vintage ( e.g., interconnection networks and synchroniza-
tion in parallel systems ). The more traditional applications ( that seems appropriate )
such as capacity planning and packet switched networks are more briefly covered.

For a more general discussion of computer system performance evaluation see
[78]. [117] is a survey that covers analytic methods and [122] concentrates on the
app1ication of queueing networks. [114,146,201] aIe concerned with communication
network modeling. [114,201] are specifically limited to queueing network models while

[~46]-is--mo~egeI:1eral 6.2 Capacity Planning.

Capacity planning is concerned with the determination of future system needs based
on the predicted woIkload gIOW. For deteImining future system needs, the modeler
generally must: ( a) construct a model of the current sys.em and (b) validate it by
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comparing measures obtained in the real system \vi.th results obtained from the model.
During the model construction. the modeler estimates the values of the parameters
to be used in the model. This estimation may require measures taken carefully from
the system. Once the analyst is confident of lús model. the effect of changes in
workload can be studied, and the effect of changing the hardware configuration can
be e\-aluated. In [121] a detailed discussion of all steps that should be taken for
predicting the behavior of evolving systems is presented.

Capacity planning refers to the evaluation and selection of computer system config-
uration changes, e.g., processor upgrade. number and/or organization of I/O de\;ces.
Queueing networks have proven highly successful as a modeling tool for capacity.
planning for computer mainframe installations. As evidence, there are a number of
commercial tools and companies devoted to this activity [1,2,3].

Capacity planning involves three basic activities: measurement of the current
system, model construction and validation and performance projections. Details of
these activities ,vith particular emphasis on the use of queueing networks can be found
in [116,121]. As might be expected, product form queueing networks are often not
general enough to represent many features of real computer systems including for
example, memory contention, priority scheduling and simultaneous resource posses-
sion. In some applications these are first order effects and must be represented in the
model. We have discussed approx:imate solutions for queueing networks Mth these
features in Section 4. ~Iore detail on the a.pplication of these solutions for computersystem capacity planning can be found in [116,121]. ..

-Obtaining parameter values for a queuing network model of a computer system
can be challenging if the right measurement facilities are not available. For example,
it can be difficult to attribute operating system processing time or paging acti\;ty
to a particular job. In addition. there is the issue of deciding on the number of
chains required to represent the workload. Assuming that detailed measurements are
available on individual jobs, one would have the problem of deciding how to cluster
them into chains. When detailed measurements are not available it may be necessary
to use only a few chains due to the inability to distinguish individual job's resource
usage. These and other issues are discussed in [121,180]. The theoretical results on the
sensitivity of product form network results that were discussed in Section 2 give some
indication, perhaps, of why queueing network models have been proved useful even
though many of the assumptions are untrue. Ultimately, however, the justification is
via empirical evidence.

6.3 Packet Switching N etworks.

Queueing networks have been widely used to model packet switching networks, mainly
atthenetworkleveiin the OSI reference modeL Basical1y,-a store,.and-forward packet ---
switching network is a collection of resources ( e.g. , data links) shared by the data
packets that traveI through the network. The key feature in the model is the network
topology and the routing of data packets, which is defined by level 3 in the OSI

reference model.

In order to obtain an analytic solution for the network model, several simplifying
assumptions are usually made. A key assumption is the "~dependence assumption "
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[102] which states that the transmission times oí a packet at each channel it ..;sits are

iDdependent random variables. Obviously this is DOt true, since the length oí a packet

does not change as it travels through the network. llowever, simulation studies have

shown that the assumption is quite good ,vhen severa1 paGket streams are merged on

a transmission line, but it is known to fail in tandem queues ,vith constant packet

lengths [150].

In [114.201] a survey oí models used in the ana1ysis oí packet switching networks

is presented. Schwartz [159] has a good discussion oí the ana1ysis of flow control

mechanisms. Reiser [146] a1so presents a survey oí models used for packet switching

networks. Below we summarize some of the models proposed in the literature.

The basic model used in early studies assumed that the packet sources. which

represent protocols of layers 4, 3, 2 are Poisson sources. Furthermore, all packets are

assumed to have the same average length and packets traveling from a given source to

destination follow either a fixed route or stochastic routing ( state dependent routing

cannot be represented except in very specia1 cases ). Therefore, at least one routing
chain is needed to model the routing behavior. Finally, processing time at the s,vitch- .1

ing nodes and propagation delays are ignored ( a1though they can be heuristically

incorporated [102]).

The set of assumptions stated above are the main assumptions which ensure that

the model possesses a product form solution ( other assumptions include no time-out

errors, infinite buffers at the queues, etc. ). The queueing network model is open, and

therefore the number of routing chains does not add computationa1 complexjty to the

fina1 solution.

With this basic model, a number of quantities of interest can be obtained [102,201]

including: packet delay averaged over the whole network, mean packet delay for a

source destination pair, average buffer occupancy at the nodes. For fixed routing, if

the network has specia1 characteristics called oveTtake-free c'onditions [195], then the

distribution of end-to-end delays can a1so be ca1culated. The overtake-free conditions

can be stated roughly as: (a) a packet belonging to a routing chain cannot overtake

another packet of the same chain (e.g., when the discipline at the link queues is FCFS)

and; (b) if two routing chains k1 and k2 share a link li, the "influences" generated by

a packet Pq of chain k2 behind packet Pkl of chain k1 cannot overtake packet Pkl in

another link lj. For a typica1 example of an "influence", assume that packet Pk2 after

leaving link li visits link lm. Also assume that link lm is shared with packets from

chain k3. Note that a packet from k3 can be "influenced" by Pk2 and may visit link lj

and "influence" Pkl. The distribution can be ca1culated exactly for packets belonging

to chains which satisfy the overtake-free conditions. But it may a1so be possible to
use the equations obtained as an approximation when the overtake-free conditions are ,

violated, For a detai1ed discussion on sojourn times in queueing networks, we refer

~o-.t-h~~~~p~er-byBo~ainthisbook.- U sing the basic model a number of optimization problems can be formulated and

solved, including [102,201]:

(a) Capacity assignment. The capacity of each link is selected such that the

average packet delay is minimized subject to a constraint on maximum cost.

.(b) Optima1 routing. The stochastic ( static ) routing which minimizes the average
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delay is obtained under the constraint of given link capacities. Although stochastic

routing is generally not used in computer networks, since realistic networks implement

some form of dynamic routing strategy, stochastic routing plays an important role in

system network design. Note that static models are relati'\.ely more efficient to analyze

than dynamic models, and can be used effectively for identification of bottlenecks,

sensitivity studies, topological design, etc.

The general design problem in computer networks in which the topology, link

capacities and stochastic routing are to be selected to minimize the overall average

packet delay under a cost constraint is too complex to be sol'\.ed exactly. Instead, a

combination of the optimization methods described above is used to find an approxi-

mate solution [14.102].

Buffer management may have a significant impact on the performance of data

networks. The num,ber of buffers allocated to different queues is an important design

issue. Lam and Reiser [113] developed a model based on previous work by Lam and

Schweitzer [111,161] for evaluating the impact of input buffer limits on performance.

In general, there is no exact analytic sQlution for queueing netv..orks \vith blocking

and an iterative approximation technique was developed based on an estimation of

blocking probabilities due to buffer limits. From the model. throughput versus input

load curves are obtained which show the decrease in throughput \vith increase in load

due to buffer limitations.

There have been a number of studies .;tnalyzing window .flow control mechanisms

[14,159]. A. key assumption made is that packets are lost when they arrive at the

source of à. flow controlled connection between two communicating processes and the

window is closed (i.e., the maximum number of packets traveling on the connection

is achieved). (In the following, we assume a virtual circuit connection.) This ("lost

packet") assumption together with the independence assumption allows a tractable

analytic model to be obtained. With the lost packet assumption ( and other minor

simplifying assumptions ), a closed queueing network model with one chain for each

virtual circuit in the network is developed [147]. If it is further assumed that packets

from different virtual circuits have the same average length, then the model has

a product form solution. Even with these simplifying assumptions, networks with

many virtual circuits will have many distinct closed chains. The computational cost

precludes the use o{ exact solution techniques, and approximation methods have to

be used. (Real networks may have hundreds to thousands of virtual circuits open at

a time. ) A simple approach is to consider in detail a chosen virtual circuit and to

model the effect of other virtual circuits by reducing the capacity 0{ the links used by

the given virtual circuit [140]. Other approximation techniques can be used as well.

In real networks, however, each virtual circuit uses only a subset of the links in the

network. In this case, medium size networks (say, on the order of 50 chains) can be

solved exactly and efficient-lr-b~--~~-ing ~-~eealgorithms [84,112,188]. "- Ií packets from diff.erent virtual circuits have diff.erent mean lengths, then the

model described above does not have a product form solution and approximations

have to be used. An accurate approximation to solve this problem was proposed by

Reiser [147], based on the arrival theorem.

A number of optimization problems have been studied in addition to those men-

tioned above. For instance, Lazar [119] studied the following problem. Consider a
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closed queueing network representing a packet switching network with ..;rtual circuits.
Before transmission, each packet belonging to a virtual circuit is fed into a controller
which determines the rate of sending packets into the network. This rate is a function
of the number of outstanding packets in the network. The optimization problem is to
find the rates which maximize the overall throughput. subject to a constrajnt on the
overall delay function and a constrajnt on the maximum control rate of each ,;rtual
circuit. It is shown that the optimal control policy is a \vindo\v fio~ control mecha-
nism for each virtual circuit. A ..-ariation of this problem is to find the control rate
for optimizing the virtual circuit throughput subject to a constraint on the network
delay for that virtual circuit [85]. To find the optimal window size for each virtual
circuit requires the application of Norton 's theorem for the network. \vhich may be
impractical. In [86], a simple example \vas presented to find the window sizes. In the
example, it is assumed that a set of virtual circuits have a bottleneck link. modeled
as an exponential FCFS server. Clearly, this assumption significantly reduces the

complexity of the problem.
Kobayashi and GerIa [103] used the fio\v deviation method to sol~.e the optimum

routing problem in a network model with virtual circuits. The solution involves the
application of ~IV A for each iteration of the algorithm ( which may not be practical
for large networks ).

GerIa and Chan [68] studied the problem of finding the window size for ~ virtual cir-
cuit network \vhich minimizes a measure of fajrness P. P is defined as P = L~=l ~
\yhere d. is the traffic demand for virtual circuit i. i.e., the maxímum throughput ra'te
for virtual circuit i assuming no interference from other traffic. The minimization is
subject to a constrajnt on the overall network delay. The proposed solution is heuris-
tic. Starting from a unit wi~dow assignment for all virtual circuits, the incremental
improvement of fairness per increment of average delay (LlP./ .-:lT.) is computed for
an increment in the windo\v size of each virtual circuit i. Then virtual circuit I such
that LlP,/LlT, = min.{LlPi/LlT.} is chosen, and its \vindow size is incremented. In
order to calculate LlPi/ .-:lTi, Schweitzer's approximation is used. Numerical results
were presented in [68] which suggest the approach is viable.

6.4 Circuit Switching N etworks.

In a circuit switching network, in order to establish a communication path between a
pair of nodes, the source node generates a call which sets up a circuit linking the source
and destination nodes. The circuit consists of a set of transmission lines or links,
connected by switches. 1Jnlike a packet switching net\vork, whe~ a communication
path is set up. between a pajr of nodes, a fixed amount of the total capacity of each
link in the path is allocated exclusively to .the connection, and released only when
the communication is completed. (For instance, the capacity of each lin~-co~~ be -
àindêd-1ntõ time slots in a time d.ivisio-~- m~tiplexed syste~, ~r into-freq~en~y.bands
in a frequency division multiplexed system. During the set up of a circuit, one or
more slots or frequency bands from each link in the path are allocated to the call. )

Consider a call k generated by node u to establish a circuit between nodes u and
v. Assume that the call requests C/c units of capacity to be allocated between u and
v. The call is blocked if a path between u and v cannot be found in which alllinks
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have at least Ck units of capacity available to be allocated to the call. One important
measure for such networks is the probability of blocking.

For the networks considered immediately below some addditional assumptions are
made. We assume that there are I( types 6f connections. Distinct types represent
connections between distinct pairs of nodes. Furthermore. the path used by a type
of connection is fixed and unique. The arrival process of type k calls is assumed to

.be Poisson with rate Àk. The duration (holding time) of a type k call is a random
variable ,vith arbitrary continuous density with mean 1/ J.Lk. The arri,-a1 processes
and call holding times are assumed to be independent. and call set up and cal1 release
are instantaneous. It is also assumed that all calls require the same amount of link
capacity and this is taken as the unit of link capacity~ i.e.. Ck = lforallk.

Let nk( t ) be the number of calls of type k in progress at time t. If the call
holding times are exponentially distributed, then the system evolves according to a
continuous time Markov process "V = {nk(t) : k = O. K}, with discrete state
space S = {ii : ii = (nl, nK), nk 2:: 0. integer}. Let P(ii) be the stationary state .,
distribution of the process. Burman et al [24] have shown that P(ii) has product
form:

1 K 1 (À
) ni P(ii) = -n -~ (43)

Gi=lni! J.Li

,vhere G is the normalization constant of the network satisfpng:

K
G = L n P(ii) (44)

;rEsi=l

and S is determined by the routing of the calls, and is such that, for alllinks j:

K
Lnilij :5 Cj (45)
i=l

L. -f 1 if type i cal1 is routed via link j
11 -l 0 otherwise

The proof of Eq. ( 43), presented in [24], is simple and servers as an illustration
of the application of concepts presented in Section 2. If we assume infinite capacity
for all the links in the network, then the model reduces to an IS service center with
K types of customers and exponential service times. It is easy to show that this new
process N' ( with state space S') is reversible and satisfies Eq. ( 43). The state space
of the original process N is S' ( the state space of process N') truncated to the set
S C S'. Thus, from [96], this process is reversible and the equilibrium distribution is
the probability that N' is in state ii' conditioned that ii' E S. Burman et al [24] also
show that Eq. ( 43) is valid for general holding time distributions.

The- normalization constant for this problem cannot be calcu1ated from the stan.;.
dard algorithms for product form queueing networks. Dziong and Roberts [5i] ob-
tained recursive expressions which allow the calcu1ation of the blocking probabilities
for a network. However, the calcu1ation is costly and practical on1y for smal1 networks.
In [5i], approxjmations for calculating the blocking probabilities are proposed.

The above model can be extended to allow state dependent arrival rates and
different type of calls requiring different amounts oflink capacity [5i]. In [35], Conway
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also proposed extensions to the basic model in which links may fail and are repaired

independently of each other. The repair time of each link is given by a continuous

(but other~;se arbitrary) density. It is assumed that calls routed through failed links

continue to hold the capacity allocated to them in other links, and resume transmission

immediately after all failed links in their path .are repaired. Another extension in [35]

allows random selection of a path at call set up time, from the set of possible paths

between the source and destination.

6.5 A vailability.

Obtaining availability measures of repairable computer systems often requires numer-

ica1 solution of a ~larkov chain model of the system [183]. However. in certain cases.

a queueing network can be used to model the failure/repair behavior of the system

[73]. If certain restrictions are imposed, ( e.g., the failure of a component cannot affect

another component) the queueing network \vill have a product form solution. In this

case, availability measures can be eva1uated in a much less costly manner (in terms of

computation time and storage requirements) than conventiona1 numerica1 solutions.

The queueing network obtained typically has one closed chain for each type of com-

ponent in the system [73]. A component cycles between a queue, which models the

failure rate of the component, and one or more queues representing the repair center.

Consider a set of .IV components of the same type (same failure/repair behavior)

each with failure rate >.. If none of them is a spare, then the. composite failure rate

is n>., whenever there are n components working. Obviously, this behavior can be

represented by an IS queue. Another representation is used when some of the compo-

nents are spares which íail with a different rate than that of the working component

(>." possibly zero). In this case, if there are n components working but at most m of

them can wor k in parallel, then max( n -m, O) are spares and the tota1 failure rate is

>. x min(m,n) + >., x max(n -m,O). A queue dependent service center can be used

to represent this failure rate.

The queueing discip1ine oí the repair queue may be any oí the well known disci-

p1ines which lead to product íorm. Among the most useful for avai1ability mode1ing

are: IS, LCFSPR, FCFS, "random order of service preemptive resume" (with re-

samp1ing at arriva1 times) [73]. (This last discip1ine is an example of a case \vhere

it is useful to have the product form characterization results to determine if a new

discip1ine will preserve product form. )

As a specific examp1e, consider a model of a distributed architecture database

system. In this model, there are three processors ( one of them is a spare ), two disk

controllers and three clusters of disks, each containing four dua1 ported disks. In each

disk cluster data is rep1icated such that all. data is accessible if any subset of three

disksis- accessible. Thus, any disk unit in a cluster may fail without the system losing access to any data. If a processor íails, the spare immediately replaces the failed unit.

If two processors have failed, the system is still operationa1 but in a degraded mode.

Each processor may fail in two modes: a soft failure mode and a hard failure mode. In

the first mode the system can be restarted automatically (if there is a spare processor,

the spare substitutes for the failed unit during the restart ). The restart process takes

an average of 1/ .tL. hours. The second mode requires the intervention of a repairman.
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The processors are linked to both disk controllers. Each disk controller is linked to
a1l disks, and therefore. one disk can fail without affecting data access. The failure
rate of an active processor. a spare processor. a controller and a disk unit of cluster i
is ).p, ).., ).c and ).di. respectively. The probability of a processor failing in soft (hard)
mode is p ((1 -p)). There is on1y one repairinan \vho repairs units in FCFS order.
and it takes an average if 1/ J1.r hours to repair a unit. \'.e also assume independent
exponentia1 failure times.

Figures 15 and 16 show the architecture and queueing model for this example.
There are 5 chains. one for each set of components with the same behavior. and 3

s are

disk
control1ers

disk cluster 1 disk cluster 2 disk cluster 3

Figure 15: A distributed architecture for a database system.

} disk clusters

controller

processors

l-p

ac repainnan

Figure 16: A queueing model for the distributed database system.

centers. The IS center models the failure behavior of the disk clusters, disk controllers
and the restart process of soft failures of a processor. The center labeled "processors"
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models the failure behavior of the processors. Xote that the service rate of this

center changes according to the numberofspare and active modules, i.e., J1.p(3)/apk =

À, + 2Àp; J1.p( 2) / apk = 2Àp; J1.p( 1) / apk = Àp ( where p and k are the indices of the center

and chain for the processors. respectively). The center labeled "repairman" models

the repair facility.

In order to calculate availability measures. \ve need to obtain joint queue length

probabilities ( see example below) and possibly state probabilities as \vell. The DA.C

algorithm described in Section 4 is particularly efficient for these calculations. In

the example above. the percentage of time the system operates with all components

,vorking is simply P11(14; 3; O) (n = (14; 3; 0) E SK), ,vhich is readily available from

the basic algorithm. On the other hand, a small subset of state probabilities also

needs to be calculated in order to obtain the steady state availability. These state

probabilities can also be efficiently calculated using DAC.

In availability modeling, it is important to calculate the sensitivity of availabi1ity

measures with respect to input parameters such as repair and failure rates. To eval-

uate these sensitivity rneasures. we need to obtain the partial derivatives of pK ( n)

with respect to the input parameter of interest. In rnost cases. partial derivatives can

be easily calculated using the same approach as in [53,169].

6.6 Multicomputer Systems.

6.6.1 Database Systems/Machines.

Database systems repí:esent one major application of computer systems. They also

represent a number of challenges in modeling.

Recently Heidelberger and Lakshmi [ii] used queueing network models to com-

pare the performance of two database system architectures: a mainframe database

and a database machine architecture based on multiple microcomputers. This work

is an excellent example of how simple queueing network models can provide useful

information about the expected behavior of systems and can help the analyst to make

important decisions.

The architecture of the mainframe database management system consists of a

tightly coupled multiprocessor running a simple operating system and a number of

disk drivers. The architecture of the database machine consists of a front-end ( as-

sumed to be a tightly coupled multiprocessor) for terminal management, application

processing, etc.; query .processors which are responsible for parsing, optimization,

translation of. queries and dispatching them for the access processors, maintaining dic-

tionary data, etc. ; access processors for accessing the relations ( a relational database

is assumed), performing concurrency control and recovery functions. The relations in

the database are distributed across thedisks.- The query-and.access processor-5 are- assumed to be microprocessors and to have only local memory.

The main assumption is that the queueing model satisfies product form require-

ments ( contention for locks is negligible, commit processing is performed sequen-

tia1ly, etc. ). Other simplifying assumptions are also made in comparing architectures.

Among them we mention equal memory hierarchy performance for the two archi-

tectures; the given speed ratings (MIPS rating) for the mainframe processors and
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núcroprocessors of the database machine are considered equivalent.

The queueing network models for the two systems are shown in Figures 17 and
18. Both models have only a single open chain representing the transactions \Vhich

À

disks

Figure 1 i: A queueing net,vork model for a mainfrarne database rnanagement system.

À

query access disks
processors processors

Figure 18: A queueing network model for a database machine.

visit the processors and disks a number of times before leaving. The multiserver
queue of Figure 17 represents the tightly coupled multiprocessor architecture of the
mainframe. The disk subsystem is modeled by a number of SSFR queues. The relative
utilization for each resource in Figure ( 17) is obtained as a function of the average
number of database system calls in the transaction, average number of I/O's per call,
average number of I/O's during commit, average number of instructions executed by
the transaction, main memory buffer's miss ratio, etc.

In Figure 18, the multi-server queue represents the front-end host which is also
a tightly coupled multiprocessor. SSFR queues represent the query processors, ac-

-.,., cess processors and the disks. The relative utilizations of the system resources are ---

determined as in the mainframe model.

For comparison purposes, a measure called MIPS penalty is defined as the sum of
the microprocessors MIPS of the database machine divided by the diff.erence between
the mainframe MIPS and the MIPS of the database machine front-end. Note that, if
the MIPS penalty is greater than 1, then the total number of MIPS of the database
machine ( front-end plus multiprocessors) is greater than the total number of MIPS of
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the mainframe. This measure captures the effect that in genera1 the database machine
requires more tota1 ~1IPS than the mainframe to achive a given response time goa1
to execute identica1 tasks. Severa1 performance studies were carried out using this
basic model. For instance, studies to compare the mean response time of the two
architectures as a function of the throughput for database machines with different
MIPS pena1ties; studies to verify the sensitivity of the architectures ~;th respect to
distributed processing overhead. buffer rniss ratio and other input parameters.

6.6.2 Multiprocessors and Interconnection Networks.

In the past few years a number of papers devoted to the ana1ysis of multiprocessors and
theirinterconnection network have appeared. Roughly, a multiprocessor is a collection
of processor/memory units ,vhich cooperate by sending/receiving data directly among
themselves or by accessing globa1 shared memory units. In both cases. data is sent
through an interconnection network which links the cooperating units. The type of
interconnection network may vary from simple shared busses to more complex omega
networks. In genera1, the modeler is concerned ,vith the interference which occurs
when the interconnection network and global memory units are accessed. Below we
survey some solution techniques that have been employed to analyze these systems.
Some of the work is based on solutions surveyed in previous sections.

As an example, consider a simple multiprocessor systen:I with .f processing units
with local. non-shared memory, B global busses and ;.v shared memory modules.
In order .to execute a task, a processing unit accesses data in its loca1 memory and
periodically, accesses data in any of the shared memory units. For data to be acces~;ed,
any of the B busses must be held, together with a ínemory unit which stores the data.
Note that if B ~ .!\1 , there is no possibility of contention for the busses, and memory
interference can be modeled as .L\1 independent queues. When B = 1, then the
bus/memory subsystem behaves as a single server queue. The interesting case occurs
when B < .i'v1 and B > 1. Irani and Onyuksel [89] obtained a closed form expression
for a symmetric system with exponentia1 service times. Le Boudec [1 i] was able to
show that the bus/memory subsystem can be modeled by a special station. which
leads to product form solution when used in a BC~IP-type [12] network, provided
that the following properties hold for the station:

(a) there are B identica1 exponentia1 servers;

(b) there are M classes of users;

(c) a service request from a tagged customer of class m is granted if: (1) there is a
server available and; (2) there is no other class m customer being served and;
(3) all customers still in queue which arrive before the tagged customer cannot
be-served (i.e., they belong to ~y of the classes of customers in service).

It is easy to see that this station represents the contention for bus/memory, if there are
as many servers as busses, a.s many cla.sses a.s global memory units and the memory
access time is the server service time. Furthermore, it is interesting to note that
the bus/memory subsystem model yields a simultaneous resource possession problem
and it is surprising that the model satisfies product form -requirements. Due to the
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solution complexity of this speclal station, the .product form algorithms surveyed
previously cannot be used to solve networks with these stations, and new algorithms
were developed in [18,32J.

Harrison and Patel [75] studied the contention for unbuffered omega net\vorks. In
the model, there are p parallel queues, each one representing a data transfer de,;ce. in
which requests are queued. Â transfer occurs if a path in the interconnection net\vork
can be found between a source and a destination. For the analysis, the p queues
are collapsed into a flow equivalent queue \vhere the state represents the number oí
devices that have a request to transmit. Given that n devices are busy, the probabilit)'
that m requests are satisfied is calculated based on the topology of the net\vork and
simple combinatorial arguments. From the solution of the flow equivalent serv~r and
the above probabilities, the eff.ective throughput rate of the network is calculated. In
[138] the eff.ect of non-uniform requests in the network is studied.

Kruskal et aí[lOi] consider buff.ered synchronous (discrete time) omega net\vorks.
Their analysis is derived for the first stage only, and it reduces to the analysis of
a single discrete time queue. The resu~ts are then extei1ded by approximation íor
the remajning stages. Christos et al [34] develop bounds for the mean delays for the
second and subsequent stages, also based on single queue analysis.

Fredericks [65J analyzes a simple buff.ered circuit s\vitching network \vith two stages
(input ports and output ports), \vhere bQth input and output servers must be held
simultaneously in order to start transmission. The soluti6n. is siÍnilar to the ones
surveyed in Section -!.-!.2 for the simultaneous resource possession problem, with minor
variations.

Reed [145] studies the .performance of microcomputers linked through an inter-
connection network. He develops a technique to calculate the visit ratios of messages
through the communication links. This technique avoids the solution of a large num-
ber of linear equations that would result in a large model, and yet preserves some
information about the structure of the network. With these visit ratios aIld given
service requirements, he uses bottleneck analysis [13-!] to obtajn bounds on perfor-
mance measures. Furthermore, trade-off.s between diff.erent topologies are studied
using Balanced Job Bound analysis [208].

In [124] Leutenegger and Vernon give an interesting example of the use of simple
mean value arguments to study the performance of a multiprocessor system with a
complex structure: the Wisconsin Multicube. The system studied consists of proces-
sor units ( with cache memories) connected via a grid network. Shared global memories
are distributed across column busses. Interference for cache and global memory are
assumed to have secondary effects in comparison to bus interference, and it is ignored.
To obtain the solution, it is assumed that the resulting queueing network model sat-
isfies product form requirements. Furthermore, Reiser's approximation (see Section
4.4.1) is used for FCFS centers. The model allows the evaluation of several design
trade-offs such as the effect of cache block sizes and the speed up as a function of the

number of processors.

Norton and Pfister [137] also analyzed a multiprocessor machine: the IBM RP3.
The model solution is an example of hierarchical decomposition surveyed in Section
4.3.3. The overall model is decomposed into two submodels: one for the processor
and one which represents the contention for the network/ri1emory subnetwork. (The
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effects of the respective complenients are represented in a simplified way. } The t\,.o

sets of equations obtained are reduced to a single point equation.

6.7 Distributed System Modeling.

The term ~'distributed system" has been used to describe a variety of different system

arclútectures. In tlús subsection we restrict our discussion to local area network of

computer systems \vlúch runs a single distributed operating system. The operating

system is assumed to support a number of features, such as transparent access to

data through the net,vork. transparent distributed process execution and automatic

replication of storage. (The UCLA-LOCUS system [1-!2] is an example of such a

distributed system. ) ~lany interesting performance issues arise in such systems. For

instance, how much can the system grow \vithout degradation in overall performance

(i.e. how well does it scale) ? Replicating files through different sites to impro,.e file

access reliability may have an adverse effect on performance. since changes in a copy

must be propagated to other copies. \V;hat is the "best" replication factor? Should

requests to access remote resources be given priority over local requests?

One of the first distributed system models was presented in ['i0]. In that paper,

each site in the net\vork is represented by a number of queues \vlúch model the re-

sources of the site ( e.g. , CPU. disks ). In general. the resources of one site are accessible

not only to jobs generated by users logged on to that site. but also.to jobs generated

remotely as ,vell. Therefore. when a user submits a job. besides accessing the local

processor and disks, the job may need a remote ( "foreign :: ) resource. It then "vis-

its" the network and service centers on the foreign site. Through the communication

network, it sends request messages, perhaps some data necessary to run the request

remotely, and the response messages are returned. In order to represent the routing

behavior of a job in the system, at least one routing chain is used for jobs generated by

users logged on to a particular site. Figure 19 illustrates the queueing network model

obtained. In tlús figure, a central server model is used to represent the resources at

each site, a single closed chain is used to model the routing of jobs generated at a site

and a single queue represents the contention for the communication network.

In [70] , the effect of updating files replicated through the network is studied.

Whenever a file is closed by a job, all modifications are propagated through the

system, and the job continues to run asynchronously with the updates. To represent

this effect, the model in [81] wlúch was discussed in Section 4.4.3 is used. In [iO],

the performance measures predicted by the model are compared with measurements

made in a system with four Vax computers running LOCUS in which user behavior is

simulated by a synthetic benchmark. The results reported are encouragingly accurate.

The above work ignores the priority given to file updates which run at a foreign

site.- In [15], these priorities are taken into account. The model is essentially the one in [70], but priority servers are included. In order to solve the model, the approach oÍ

[22] is used. It is shown that the model with priorities predicts much more accurately

the system response time than the model which ignores priorities. In [15], the effect

oí increasing the degree of file replication is also studied.

Both models discussed above use a single FCFS center to represent an Ethernet

communication network channel. In [49] the use of a more accurate representation
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Figure 19: A queueing network model of a distributed system.

of the Ethernet channel embedded in the overal1 system model is proposed. The

approach uses the clustering approximation technique described in Section -!.3.3. In

[-!9], it is concluded that, for very light load in the channel, the FCFS center pro-

vides a good approximation, but when the number of sites increases, the channel

becomes more utilized and influences the overal1 response time of jobs. Comparisons

with simulation demonstrate that the results obtained from the analytical model are

accurate.

As a final note, the basic model of Figure 19 was used in optimization problems

as mentioned in the previous section.

6.8 Synchronization in Parallel Systems.

Except for a few special cases, product form networks require that customers can only

occupy one resource at a time and that the only interaction between customers is due

to contention for these resources. For many applications, other forms of customer

interaction are first order eff.ects and must be represented to obtain accurate models.

This is particularly true in modeling the computation structure of interacting con-

current programs. Interactions between programs ( customers ) manifest themselves,

for example, in the requirements for mutual exclusion and/ or precedence relations

among subtasks. The task spawning and the "spawn-join" behavior [80,81] that were

di~~~s-~ed-e~~e-r ~~.partic~.aE-c~e~-of-t~~-~~p~ ofin~era~ti~n. The following are some of the major types of concurrency and synchronization

features that have been studied.

1. spawning independent subtasks.

In this case the model can be viewed [81] as having a set of primary cus-

tomers. These primary customers occasiona1ly spawn additional customers.
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The spawned customers, like those of an open chain, have transition probabil-
ities such that they eventually depart from the network with probability one.
This type of non-product form behavior is not unusua1 in computer systems.
For example, an interactive system may respond to the user while still doing
some post processing of the previous request. ~ote that this type of beha,;or
does not in'\.olve synchronization with the completion of the.spawned tasks. i.e..
the "parent" tasks and the spawned tasks are all mutually independent except
for contention for resources.

2. task synchronization

The feature that distinguishes this case from the previous one is more complex
synchronization between task completions and initiations. For example. in [80],
a parent task is blocked until the completion of all of the spawned subtasks.
Many other forms of synchronization between tasks are possible. In [176.177],
a computation is described as a partially ordered set of tasks where the partia1
ordering is a precedence relation. In this model a task is initiated at the instant .1

,vhen all of its immediate predecessors have completed. One may be interested
in such models for computations that execute and then. \vhen all task have
completed, the job departs. An alternative is a model in which the job is
immediately reinitiated when it .'completes" .Note that the partial order of
tasks can be considered as a macro level model. Each task may have a "micro.'
beha'\;oral description which describes the load on physical resources. In [1781,
a more general computation graph structure is used to specify CPU-I/O and
I/O:I/O concurrency within a job. [8] and [193] suggest that some combination
of timed Petri nets and queueing networks be used for model specification. [193]
discusses the trade-off between the modeling capability of timed Petri nets and
the efficient solutions available for product form queuejng networks.

3. serialization delays

This is a special form of contention which arises in computer systems due to
shared resources that must be used in a mutually exclusive manner, i.e.. by
only one job at a time. Shared data structures are the most common example.
When a job requires access to the resource and the resource is in use, then the
requesting job must be blocked. We can therefore associate a queue with each
such shared resource. Serialization delays are a special case of simultaneous
resource possession. In this case there is. a single "resource" analogous to a
single server queue. For simultaneous resource possession in general, there may
be a pool of identical resources (e.g., memory partitions) which is analogous to

a multiple server queue.

There are also special cases of this type of problem in terms of the (secondary)resõurces that are accessed while.holdirig the pnina.i-y resource: lri-thê-simplest --

case, the set of secondary resources associated with the primary resources are
mutually disjoint. This is, for example, assumed in the surrogate delay method
in [93]. In the case of serialization delays, this is often not a tenable assumption.
For example, whether accessing a shared data structure, or not in any critical
section, computations will be accessing shared physical resources ( CPU , disks,

etc.).
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It is easy to see that the types of interaction mentioned above restrict the execution
of jobs .and can have a significant effect on performance. For performance prediction.
these features may have to be represented to obtain accurate results. ~Iodels incorpo-
rating these features are also useíul in evaluating design a.lternatives. As an example.
the number oí distinct serialization delays is oíten a design variable. It is possible
to treat several shared data structures as one íor the purpose oí achie~ng mutual
exclusion. At the extreme, there could be only one critical section íor all shared
data. With less critical sections there is less overhead due to requesting and releasing
access to shared data; there is however, additional serialization delay. The tradeoffs
can be evaluated using models incorporating these íeatures [5,166.174]. Another is-
sue is the effect on performance oí more or less parallelism within a computation.
The ability to represent concurrency and synchronization enables the evaluation oí
design alternatives invol~ng these íeatures, e.g., the effect oí executing portions oí a
computation in parallel. [178] explores the effect oí CPU-I/0 concurrency \vithin a
computation and also of 1/0-1/0 concurrency. Heidelberger and Trivedi [80.81], as .1
discussed previously. study models that incorporate spawning independent tasks and
also the spawning oí subtasks that then must synchronize with the parent task at
completion. Thomasian and Bay [176.177] model computations as partially ordered
tasks.

There are two main approaches to sol~ng models that incorporate concurrency
and synchronization íeatures in a model. These are: iterative approximàtions and
decomposition. Iterative approximations have been described in Section 4. Examples
of this approach as applied to concurrent computations can be íound in [5,80,81,177].

The second approach is the use of decomposition. In this approach, the synchro-
nization between jobs is used to define the aggregation oí states oí the model. For
example, consider a model in which all jobs are statistically identical, and there are
K critical sections. A detailed state íor such a model will liave to include the queue
at each critical section and also the distribution of active customers among the phys-
ical resources. We can, however, consider aggregation oí all states in which the same
number oí customers are queued at each critical section, i.e., an aggregate state is de-
fined by ( no, nl , n2, ..., nK ), where no is the number oí customers that are not queued
or accessing any shared data structure and ni is the number queued íor critical sec-
tion i. Thomasian [174] reíers to the aggregate states as the .'system states.'. The
assumption that lock requests and releases are relatively infrequent relative to the
transitions among the physical resources sugges-ts that decomposition can be applied.
Closed queueing network results may be used to analyze behavior within an aggregate
state and to obtain the transition rates between aggregates. In cases where both iter-
ation and decomposition have been considered and compared [80,81,174], it appears
that decomposition is generally more accurate. However, it can also be considerably
more expensive since many subnetworks may have to be solved, and the aggregate
1evelinodéI is general1y not product foim and must be solved numerical1y.

In [174] the main emphasis is on representing precedence relations between tasks
(represented as a partial order ). It is shown that the top level Markov chain has
a special form and can be solved efficiently. In [95) the same type of aggregation
is applied to models of parallel computation. However, in this work the resulting
Markov chain was considered to be potentially too large to be efficiently solvable, and
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a ..fluid flow.' approximation "".as. developed for solution of the top level model.

7 Summary.

It is evident that queueing networks have been found to be usefu1 in many areas of
.computer system performance e..aluation. These models are also being used exten-
sively in other areas such as flexible manufacturing [25]. 'The application areas in
\vhich queueing networks have proven to be effective were surveyed in some detail
in Section 6. These will continue to be important applications and one can expect
refinements in these areas. There is, however, a serious issue as to what role queueing
net,vorks will play in the future as high1y parallel computer system architectures be-
come common and parallel and distributed processing are the major concerns. \".hile
there has been some work on modeling concurrency and synchronization, it remains to
be seen how accurately these systems can be modeled and exactly what role queueing
network technology "ill play.

It seems clear that without major breakthroughs exact results will not be gen-
eralized significantly. There are then two evident directions for research: look for
those breakthroughs or concentrate on bounds and approximations. The former is
perhaps more exciting and holds more promise in the long range. The latter is more
likely to produce usefu1 results in the short term. Both researc.h dirE::ctions are impor-
tant. With re3pect to bounds and approximations, we believe that formal analysis of
boul1ds and approximations should be emphasized. There are several approaches that
are of current research interest. The work of Courtois and Semal on extracting bounds
from large Markov models [44.45] is an interesting and promising direction. This is
an approach to finding bounds on performance measures without actually generating
the el1tire transition rate matrix. The hope is that it will be generally applicable to
Markov models since it is based on numeric solution but will conquer the state space
problem by obtaining bounds from a representation of only a small portion of the
Markov chajn. The bounding methodology of van Dijk [189], the asymptotic methods
[104,127,130,141], etc. are examples of other approximation methods currently being

explored.
The accomplishments to date have been impressive. Queueing networks has

emerged as a new field and enjoyed considerable success both in practice and in
theory. A large part of the success is due to the symbiotic relationship of practical
application and theory. Often the theory has developed in response to the needs of
the applications. It remains to be seen if advances in queueing network theory can
match the demands of the complex, higWy parallel computer systems of the 1990's.
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